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Streszczenie
Jedną z podstawowych przeszkód upowszechniania się biometrii jako mechanizmu weryﬁkacji
tożsamości są obawy przed naruszeniem prywatności użytkowników. To, co jest istotą biometrii,
czyli fakt, że cecha biometryczna jest indywidualna i niezmienna, stanowi jednocześnie jeden
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z największych problemów w kontekście jej wdrożenia. Jeśli na przykład jeden z systemów, w
którym przechowywany jest wzorzec tęczówki zostanie skompromitowany, to dalsze "korzystanie"
z tej tęczówki do uwierzytelniania nie jest bezpieczne. Podobnie w sytuacji, w której w wielu
systemach użytkownik do autoryzacji wykorzystujemy tę samą tęczówkę. Administratorzy takich
systemów mogą “śledzić" jego aktywność pomiędzy systemami wykorzystując wzorzec tęczówki
jako klucz.
Opisane powyżej zagrożenia mogą zostać wyeliminowane przez zastsowanie mechanizmu odnawialnych wzorców biometrycznych (ang Renewable Biometric References) zaproponowanego w standardzie ISO Biometric template protection [49]. Standard jednak dotyczy bardziej ogólenj koncepcji i nie deﬁniuje sposobów realizacji dla poszczególnych typów biometrycznych. W niniejszej
pracy skupiamy się na implementacji mechanizmu odnawialnych wzorców biometrycznych dla
binarnych kodów tęczówki. Kluczowym zagadnieniem, okazuje się być ograniczenie zmienności
kodów w ramach jednej klasy, tj. różnic w kodach uzyskiwanych dla różnych zdjęć tej samej
tęczówki. Im bardziej uda się ograniczyć tę zmienność tym bezpieczniejszy będzie mechanizm.
Problem ten nie jest najważniejszy w podstawowym zagadnieniu weryﬁkacji tak długo, jeśli
uzyskujemy wysoką separację klas. W pracy przedstawiono szereg metod poprawiających skuteczność
i bezpieczeństwo mechanizmu odnawialnych wzorców biometrycznych dla binarnych kodów tęczówki.
Zidentyﬁkowane zostały źródła zmienności wewnątrz klasowej i zaproponowane zostały metody
minimalizujące ich wpływ. W szczególności pokazano, w odróżnieniu od wcześniejszych prac, że
jednym z podstawowych źródeł błędów jest nieprecyzyjna lokalizacja. Duża zmienność może być
iii

spowodowana bardzo małymi różnicami w lokalizacji i nie może być skompensowana dotychczas
stosowanymi metodami. Kolejnym istotnym osiągnięciem jest wskazanie najlepszego sposobu
tworzenia wzorca tęczówki. Pokazano, że tworzenie "sztucznego" wzorca poprzez kodowanie większościowe każdego bitu prowadzi do istotnej poprawy skuteczności mechanizmu odnawialnych
wzorów biometrycznych dla binarnych kodów tęczówki. Następnie zaproponowano metody optymalizacji samego kodu, poprzez wybór najlepszych elementów lub przez modyﬁkację sposobu wyznaczania wartości poszczególnych elementów. Pokazano, że kolejne zaproponowany modyﬁkacje,
za każdym razem poprawiają skuteczność i bezpieczeństwo mechanizmu odnawialnych wzorców
biometrycznych dla binarnych kodów tęczówki. Wyniki uzyskane po zastosowaniu wszystkich
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modyﬁkacji są istotnie lepsze niż dotychczas przedstawiane dla badanego zagadnienia.

Słowa kluczowe: biometria tęczówki, binarne kody tęczówkii, ochrona wzorców,
odnawialne wzorce biometryczne

Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of applying the Renewable Biometric References framework
to binary iris codes. Nowadays, where more and more of our assets are virtual, thus a reliable,
“personal” authentication is a must. The biometrics is to be the authentication method that will
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guarantee the security of our assets. This is true as long as it will be implemented in a proper
way. Building an authentication system based on biometrics, one needs to take into account not
only security threats common to all information systems, but also those speciﬁc to biometrics.
One of such threats is the security and revocability of biometric references. A general concept of
how to do this, called Renewable Biometric References (RBR), was proposed as an ISO standard
“Biometric template protection" [49]. This standard, however, does not specify an exact way of
implementation.
This dissertation is devoted to the problem of application of the Renewable Biometric References framework in iris biometrics, where the biometric templates and biometric query codes
have a form of binary, ﬁxed-length vectors. The main challenge in an implementation of highperformance RBR mechanism is the reduction of inner class variability. The more this variability
is limited the better RBR mechanism we can obtain. In this thesis, we identiﬁed the main sources
of inner class variability and proposed methods to reduce it. In particular, we show that the
quality of localization is the major source of errors the RBR framework has to cope with. Even
changes as small as 1 pixel in localization parameters cause signiﬁcant changes within the resulting iris code. We also address the problem of reference selection, proving that the majority
reference outperforms any other used method. Eventually, we look into the binary iris code in
detail showing the strong, inner structure of dependencies. Basing on this, we propose how to
optimize the binary iris codes for RBR mechanism, either by masking some of the worst code elements or by introducing a new coding approach. All results were obtained sing the most popular
v

and successful iris coding algorithm, yet we show that our ﬁndings are general and hold for many
other coding methodologies. The RBR mechanism is evaluated after sequential application of the
proposed modiﬁcations, showing that each one leads to the performance improvement.

Keywords: iris biometrics, binary iris codes, template protection, renewable
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biometric references
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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Although the need for identity veriﬁcation has been indispensable to every civilization, nowadays,
in the information society, this need has become an essential one for a society to function. This
came with the scale of people migration due to ease of communication, and with the fact that
more and more assets are virtual and the ownership is granted by identity authentication. After
the events of 9.11 and other terrorists attacks, the demand for accurate, fast and large scale
identity authentication methods become a priority. The eyes of the security experts turned on
the biometrics - a promising technology, used mainly in criminology, which was said to be able to
easily and reliably recognize each person in the world. Authentication methods based on factors
of ownership (e.g. token) and knowledge (e.g. PIN or password) always assume that only the
authorized person is in their possession but are not able to verify this. It is the biometrics - the
inherence factor - that guarantees the person is actually the one he/she claims to be. This started
an industry boom for biometrics.
A wide variety of biometric modalities has been investigated (e.g., iris, ﬁngerprint, voice,
gait, face, and alike). A lot of research eﬀorts was put into such problems as the recognition
performance, robustness, persistence and the limitations of speciﬁc modalities and applications.
As a result, the maturity level of biometrics as the authentication means has facilitated the
use of biometrics in a range of large-scale applications. The most well-known application is the
introduction of biometrics into machine readable travel documents according to ICAO standard.
The US-VISIT program started a process of incorporating biometrics to visas, and passports not
only in US and EU but in other countries as well. All market trends point that in the near future
1

the use of biometrics as a mean of person authentication will be much more profound. There are
already pilot programs in France where one can use ﬁngerprints as an authentication method in
POS transactions ([22]). The vein biometrics conquers the market of ATM’s ([56, 36]). Mobile
devices are equipped with biometric sensors.
One needs to understand, however, that for the biometric authentication to increase the security of a system, it has to be implemented in the proper way. A simpliﬁed model of a general
biometric system is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Each biometric system usually integrates the following
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subsystems:

Figure 1.1: A general biometric system structure [49]

the data capture subsystem. This subsystem equipped with a biometric sensor is responsible
for acquiring a biometric sample, which is an analog or digital representation of biometric
characteristics (e.g. the iris structure, Galton ridge structure, handwritten signature dynamics etc.). This subsystem is also responsible for verifying that the measured subject is
actually an alive human by applying appropriate aliveness testing.
the signal processing subsystem. This subsystem processes the acquired biometric sample
and extracts the biometric features, namely some numbers or labels used for comparison.The

extracted biometric features are called the biometric template during the enrollment process
and biometric query during the veriﬁcation process. One or more biometric templates may be
further processed to build the biometric models. The biometric models store some function
generated from biometric data e.g. Gaussian Mixture Model, Artiﬁcial Neural Network. In
the enrolment process a signal processing subsystem creates a biometric reference of the
enrollee and stores it in the data storage subsystem. In general, the biometric reference may
consist of one or more biometric samples, biometric templates or biometric models.
the data storage subsystem. This subsystems serves as an enrollment database that guarantees a link between the stored biometric references (DBBR ) and the identiﬁcation records
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(DBIR ) related to the subject.
the comparison subsystem. A subsystem that determines a similarity (or dissimilarity) between the newly acquired biometric sample (or biometric features extracted from it) and
the stored biometric reference. There are two possible operation modes. The veriﬁcation
mode (one-to-one comparison) when the system compares the captured biometric sample
with the biometric reference of veriﬁed subject. The identiﬁcation mode (one-to-many comparison) when the system compares the captured biometric sample with all stored biometric
references.
the decision subsystem. This subsystem determines, basing on the comparison score, whether
or not the captured biometric sample and the biometric reference originate form the same
subject. In the case of veriﬁcation, the subsystem decides if the sample and the reference
are more similar than some deﬁned threshold. In the case of identiﬁcation, depending on
the conﬁguration, the subsystem may return an identiﬁcation record of the most similar
reference or a list of identiﬁcation records of k most similar ones.
Potential weak points of biometric systems that could be exploited as their vulnerabilities can
be categorized into two classes: the intrinsic failures related to the biometric algorithm properties
and the failures due to deliberate adversary attacks [23]. The ﬁrst class of failures is caused by
a weakness of the method itself. The errors that can occur are the false rejections and false
acceptances. A false rejection happens when a legitimate user is falsely rejected by the system

(not authenticated). This may by a result of too high variability between the stored reference
and the acquired sample, caused either by low quality of a sensor used or incorrect user-system
interaction. A false acceptance, an error made when the system falsely recognizes the user as
someone else, are usually the eﬀect of low discriminating power of the biometric trait in use:
the traits from diﬀerent users are too similar for accurate classiﬁcation. Both errors may also be
caused by weak representation (not precise enough) or matcher limitations (falsely interpreting
variations or analyzing not enough features). Limits of sensing technology that eﬀects in failed
acquisition are also source of errors. These intrinsic failures may be exploited by an adversary
with almost no eﬀort, namely zero-effort or passive attacks that in fact are based on a normal
usage of the system. To reduce number of such attacks, more reliable sensors and algorithms need
to be introduced. The discriminating power of biometric traits may by improved by using more
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precise and reliable sensors, by optimizing the features selection or by fusing diﬀerent biometrics.
The other category of biometric system weakness apply to a biometric system as a whole (the
system of connected modules), with the biometric algorithm being only its part. In such perspective, the biometric system is susceptible to attacks similar to any other computer system. Since
the system consists of hardware and software modules that process and transfer the data, there
is the risk of eavesdropping or data modiﬁcation. Each module, either software or hardware, may
also be a target of an adversary attack itself, due to a weakness or failures in administration.
Ratha et al. [42] identiﬁed eight system points that - improperly implemented - might cause a
serious vulnerability (Fig. 1.2). These points are due to communication interceptions or modiﬁcations, or altering the data or algorithms within the modules. The modules responsible for
features extraction or matching may be altered to output fake results - modiﬁed features vector
or diﬀerent matching score. The communication between modules may be altered and, depending
on the system channel, an attacker may try to replay the data eavesdropped before, inject a
synthetic features vector or modiﬁed template or simply change the decision transmitted to the
application device. Yet these weak points are not biometrics-speciﬁc and have been recognized
in various security systems. Implementing secure protocols and cryptographic techniques such as
channel encryption, time-stamping, signing, or modules mutual authentication mitigate the risk
of a successful attack or entirely eliminates it. There are, however, security aspects speciﬁc to biometrics based systems that relate to collection, storing and matching the biometric data. These
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8. Override comparison
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6. Modify template

Data Capture
Subsystem

Signal
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Figure 1.2: Potential attack points in a generic biometric system
biometrics-speciﬁc threats demand a special approach that can guarantee security and privacy of
this data. In the next section we review these threats that are the motivation of this thesis.

1.1

Motivation

Most of the threats discussed above can be addressed by means of the modern cryptography and
cautious system design. It is, however, a social concern about loosing the privacy that is probably
the strongest inhibitory factor in biometrics applications.
Sensitive information
Biometric data is considered to be a personal data and thus is liable for regulations concerning
this kind of data. Biometric data can expose sensitive personal information about one’s health,
social or ethnic origin ([33]). Storing biometric data thus demands taking appropriate security
measures not to allow this information to be read by unauthorized person.
Biometric data overtness
At the user interface level (marked in Fig. 1.2 as 1), both biometric systems and other security
systems are susceptible to impersonation. There is however a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. Assuming
the user obeys elementary security rules, an adversary cannot learn someone’s password or steal
the security token without his/her knowledge. However, in biometric-based authentication sys-

tems, due to biometric data overtness, acquiring one’s e.g. face image unnoticed is relatively easy.
Additionally, the market requires the “user friendliness” and ease of collectability, namely the
ease of acquiring the biometric characteristics, to make the authentication a transparent process.
However, with the same ease the user can use the system, the impostor can acquire his/her characteristics. Such acquisition in the case of face and ﬁngerprints is obvious and already commonly
use to fake e.g. smartphones ([14]). In the iris case this might be less obvious, yet the iris can
now be captured from a distance ([28]). The vein pattern can be captured by special door knobs
and so on. This proves that the biometric data should not be considered secret, and if so, the
authentication process at the sensor level, called the aliveness test, should guarantee that what
is presented to the sensor is a real and alive biometric characteristic. Applying a sensor or a software module that realizes an aliveness test allows to mitigate the risk of impersonation using fake
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biometric data during the authentication process. It does not, however, protects against oﬀ-line
attacks. If the term “biometric” imposes an estimate of a link between the person and the data,
it can describe only the data inside the authentication module. Any data derived from biometric
characteristic that leave that module cannot be considered to be “biometric”. In particular, we
think of binary keys that were proposed to be derived from biometric data and used outside the
biometric system as secure and person linkable. We point that there is no method that would
diﬀerentiate a key that was generated by genuine user from the one generated by an adversary
using deceitfully collected data.
Reversibility of template representation
Another serious aspect of biometric data security is the form of stored biometric reference. It
was a common belief that storing a compact representation, i.e. biometric reference, instead of
a raw data, i.e. biometric sample, guarantees it’s privacy. This claim however was shown to be
unjustiﬁed. There is a lot of research eﬀort put into the “biometric inverse problem”, namely,
methods that allow reconstruction of the raw data from the templates. The work of Capelli et
al. [3] or Ross et al. [44] proved that it is possible to reconstruct the ﬁngertip image having
only the ISO minutiae template. For other modalities such a reconstruction may be more or less
straightforward and depends on particular coding algorithm. We thus should assume that storing
biometric references without additional security mechanisms like randomization is inadvisable.
Cross-database tracking

A serious security and privacy threat is the cross-database tracking also called “the linkage problem”. Because the biometric characteristics are unique (or at least very discriminative), so are the
references stored in the databases. If a user registers in two diﬀerent systems e.g. a library and
a bank using his left index ﬁnger than there is a potential threat that the library base system
administrator can track the user and match his records in other databases. Recalling the ease with
which some biometric data can be obtained and the fact that biometric data cannot be changed
(excluding invasive actions), the biometric irrevocability poses a serious problem. There is a need
to guarantee to revoke and recreate identiﬁable biometric references.
Function creep
A function creep is deﬁned as the risk arising from the same ﬂaws as the cross-database tracking.
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Due to irrevocability of biometric data the administrator of a ﬁngerprint system that was primary
designed for let’s say cash-free company’s canteen, has the data suﬃcient to access or track data in
much more critical (from the user perspective) system like bank account or access control system.
A solution that would cure the standard biometric systems against these kinds of threats would
be a mechanisms that allows biometric references renewability. Such a solution, called Renewable
Biometric References (RBR), was proposed and recently standardized as a part of an international
standard ISO/IEC 24745 ([49]). The issues and problems arising in practical implementation of
this proposition are the topic of this work.

1.2

Research goal and theses

The RBR framework is very promising, yet the application of this framework often raises many
diﬃculties or is even impossible ([50, 23, 41]). What this framework has to cope with is an
inherent variability of biometric data. Each time an eye scan is acquired, the calculated template
is slightly diﬀerent due to diﬀerent environment conditions or relative eye-camera positions. In a
standard biometric approach, this is accounted by an appropriate matcher construction. In the
RBR approach, as it will be shortly explained in Sec. 2.2.1, the goal is to extract a stable and
repeatable biometric reference to be further processed within the framework. Thus the mechanism
must limit the variability of genuine comparisons. At the same time it has to guarantee that the
templates extracted from diﬀerent people are still dissimilar enough not to generate a false match

alarm.
The successful implementation of the RBR framework is strictly dependent on whether or not
the biometric data variability can be limited. Security of such an implementation also relies on
how much this variability is constricted. It is thus evident that for each biometric type, and even
for each coding algorithm for a particular biometric type, this makes a separate problem.
This dissertation is devoted to the problem of application of the Renewable Biometric References framework in iris biometrics, where the biometric references and biometric query codes have
a form of binary, ﬁxed length vectors. It will mainly consider the most popular and successful iris
coding algorithm, yet we will show that our ﬁndings are general and hold for many other coding
methodologies. The most important aspects of our research are enclosed in the following theses :
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Major sources of variability in iris codes is inaccurate localization
Majority coding gives the best reference in terms of RBR mechanism
Code masking based on stability regions improves performance of the RBR mechanism
Code optimization using non-rigid sampling lattice increases performance of the RBR mechanism

1.3

Thesis layout

In this thesis we describe our results on how the performance of the RBR mechanism for the iris
binary codes can be improved. We show that the improvement can be achieved on several steps
of processing ﬂow, namely:
iris localization
biometric reference creation
biometric reference personalization
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chap. 2, the concept of Renewable Biometric References is reviewed. We start with a short review of diversity of biometric references (Sec. 2.1). This

gives an insight on the complexity of introducing a general mechanism for biometric template protection. Next we present a high-level design of the RBR framework with it’s key properties (Sec.
2.2) and discuss the consequences these properties raise. We brieﬂy describe various approaches
to RBR mechanism implementations, focusing on solutions proposed for binary templates. The
general constructions of the RBR mechanism for Hamming distance spaces is described in Sec.
2.2.3 followed by a short discussion.
Chapter 3 provides some background on iris biometrics and more indepth analysis of binary iris
codes. It starts with a description of iris recognition steps, analyzing the localization and encoding
algorithms and choosing the algorithms that will be consider afterwards. Next, we review the iris
reference code selection methods typically implemented and present an implementation of the
RBR mechanism for the state-of-the-art iris recognition system.
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Chapter 4 analyses localization precision issues. We show that the precision of localization
has a great impact on iris code and is one of the largest sources of errors in the iris recognition
systems. This fact has not been raised before and the errors were usually assigned to camera
noise and occlusions. We show that even one pixel size diﬀerences in iris localization result in
code changes and thus the RBR mechanism performance. The validity of these ﬁndings is veriﬁed
for three various iris encoding algorithms.
Chapter 5 discusses the issue of biometric reference selection. We review diﬀerent possibilities
of selecting the reference code for the RBR and show, in contrast to other authors, that the
majority reference outperforms other methods. Again, the results are conﬁrmed for three various
iris encoding algorithms.
In Chap. 6 we propose additional modiﬁcations of the standard “Daugman-like” iris encoding.
The proposed modiﬁcations limit the number of diﬀerences in the iris codes originating from
the same iris, thus improving the performance of the RBR mechanism. We discuss dependencies
between elements of the iris code showing that there exists an inner structure of the code.
Chapter 7 summarizes the main results.
The results described in this dissertation are based on numerous experiments we performed on
large iris databases. Wherever we draw conclusions based on our experimental results we enclose
them in a Conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Exemplary conjecture). Experiment description and conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Background
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2.1

Diversity of biometric references

The conceptual structure of a general biometric system presented in the previous chapter does
not focus on the type and the form of biometric data or the comparison algorithm. However, to
properly address the security issues concerning the biometric data we need an in-depth understanding of the biometric data namely, the space they “live in” and the relations of similarity or
dissimilarity between them.
The biometric recognition problem is usually examined as a problem of image recognition.
What follows, as it is diﬃcult to systematically classify the image recognition methods [48],
the same diﬃcult is to classify biometric recognition methods. Here, we will use one such a
classiﬁcation, that may not be the best, yet it clearly shows the distinction we want to emphasize.
For more indepth classiﬁcation of image recognition methods refer [48], here we focus on very high
level distinction. Biometric recognition can be approached in two ways: statistical or structural
[17]. Although this division is not “sharp” it emphasizes some interesting for RBR mechanism
aspects of biometric data. The statistical approach is well grounded in mathematical theory. It
usually utilizes known results for vector spaces, imposing the distance measure on the features
representation. In this approach, we have fully developed and provable apparatus, yet it is often
diﬃcult to interpret the model physically. On the other hand, the structural methods are related
more to human perception than to strict mathematical theories. They are based on human-deﬁned
properties and similarity measures resulting from expertise. To diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent
11

representations one may use a similarity measure that assesses a degree to which two samples are
alike, or in the other cases a dissimilarity measure to give value of diﬀerences. These two measures,
although intuitively opposite, have entirely diﬀerent interpretation. It is also not generally true
that one is the reverse of the other. The fact that a comparison of two objects is done using a
similarity measure arising often from expert knowledge and experience results, we have to cope
with non-metric spaces that are not well understood. In turn, the mathematical tools cannot be
used in a provable manner. In Table 2.1 the main diﬀerences between these two approaches are
summarized. The two critical properties from our point of view are descriptors and dissimilarity
measure.
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Each of these approaches can be implemented in many ways, depending on the way the
features are deﬁned and compared. Such a diversity of algorithms exists also in biometrics and
leads to a great variety of biometric reference representation. Reviewing the state of the art for
biometric recognition methods for each biometric type we can ﬁnd both statistical and structural
approaches. To give some examples: in face recognition there is a holistic approach basing on the
holistic analysis that takes into account characteristic (ﬁducial) points (mouth, eyes, nose etc.)
and its relative positions ([57]). Other approaches use statistical and probabilistic tools (like PCA,
LDA or ICA) assuming that the face individuality is a product of several, possibly not easy to
exhibit, factors. Fingerprints may be represented in a structural manner by a list of minutia points
or by a so called FingerCodes ([26]), i.e. binary vectors resulting from ﬁltering ﬁnger image with
predeﬁned ﬁlter banks (statistical approach). Similarly, for the iris most of the coding methods
use statistical tools to generate binary iris codes, but there have been also attempts to encode
only points of interests of the iris texture ([2]).
This variety of representations makes it almost impossible to propose one, simple mechanism
of renewable references creation for all diﬀerent kinds of biometric templates. Thus, although
the high-level design of the RBR scheme is general, when it comes down to an implementation
for a particular biometric type, diﬀerent constructions must be applied. In the next section we
will present the general RBR framework and we focus its implementations on the case of binary
templates.

Properties

Statistical

Structural

Foundation

Well developed theory of vector

Intuitively appealing: human cog-

spaces

nition or perception

Quantitative

Qualitative: structural and syn-

Approach

tactic
Descriptors

Numerical features: vectors of a

Morphological primitives of a variable size
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ﬁxed length
Characterization

The element position in a vector

The encoding process of primitives

Noise

Easily encoded

Needs regular structures

Learning

Vector-based methods

Based on graphs, decisions trees
and grammars

Dissimilarity

Usually a metric distance, often

Deﬁned in the matching process

Euclidean
Discrimination

Relies on distances or inner prod- Grammars recognize the memberucts in a feature space

ship of valid objects; distances often used

Class overlap

Due to improper features and

Due to improper primitives lead-

probabilistic models

ing to ambiguity in the description

Table 2.1: Basic diﬀerences between statistical and structural pattern recognition approach (source
[39]). Boxes highlight the key diﬀerences from biometric template protection point of view.

2.2

Renewable Biometric References mechanisms - state of
the art

2.2.1

The general framework

The ISO/IEC 24745:2011 standard ([49]) speciﬁes the security requirements on storage and processing of biometric information in diﬀerent biometric application models, the threats and countermeasures inherent to biometric systems and guidance on protection of the individual’s privacy.
It also speciﬁes security requirements on binding between a biometric reference and an identity
reference, putting emphasis on the requirement it as to be hard to reverse, hard to link between
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references and easy to renew. To accomplish this, the ISO standard introduces the notion of renewable biometric reference (RBR). The RBR contains a pseudonymous identifier and possibly
a subject-dependent auxiliary data. The pseudonymous identiﬁer (PI) represents an individual
within an application deﬁned context. It can be veriﬁed by means of a captured biometric sample
and auxiliary data (if any). In other words, this is a processed (obfuscated) biometric data that
does not reveal original data and is useless outside the context of the application. As a part
of this standard a framework for RBR was introduced that is just a modular schema with no
implementation details.
According to this framework, the process of RBR creation starts with an extraction of biometric features data from the captured biometric sample. The standard recommends that the
features were compliant with the appropriate standard 19794-x, yet it is not a requirement. Subsequently, a renewable biometric reference consisting of a pseudonymous identiﬁer and auxiliary
data is generated by a module called pseudonymous identifier encoder (PIE). After the RBR is
created, the captured biometric data and the extracted features are discarded. The enrollment
part of Fig. 2.1 outlines this creation process. There is an additional data that might be supplied
to the PIE called the supplementary data (SD), which is not a part of RBR, but can be used e.g.
for security enhancement or additional parametrization of the encoder.
In the RBR’s operational phase (veriﬁcation part of Fig. 2.1) the comparison process starts
with capturing a new biometric recognition sample that is processed to extract biometric features.
Subsequently, the module of pseudonymous identifier recorder (PIR) generates a new pseudony-

mous identiﬁer (PI*) using the provided auxiliary data and extracted features. The comparison
subsystem, either locally or remotely, generates a comparison score by means of a module called
the pseudonymous identifier comparator (PIC).
A general architecture with RBR is presented in Fig. 2.1.
Enrolment

Storage

Verification

Signal processing
Subsystem
Pseudonymous
Identifier
Encoder

PI

DBPI

AD

DBAD

PI

PI*
PIC

(PIE)

Signal processing
Subsystem
Pseudonymous
Identifier
Recoder

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Extraction

Captured
Biometric
Sample

Comparison
Subsystem

Captured
Biometric
Recognition
Sample

(PIR)
RBR
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Supplementary Data
Discard

Supplementary Data
Discard

Figure 2.1: General architecture for renewable biometric references. The arrows represent the
ﬂow of information (source [49]).PI - pseudonymous identiﬁer calculated at the enrollment stage,
AD - auxiliary data, PI* - pseudonymous identiﬁer calculated at the veriﬁcation stage, PIC pseudonymous identiﬁer comparator.
The standard gives neither a recommended implementation nor formal requirements of properties of such the implementation. The properties which are considered essential for an ideal
reference protection scheme were considered in [23]:
P1 Diversity - given a single biometric trait it must be possible to generate many diﬀerent
RBR’s that are not correlated, so to guarantee impossibility of cross-matching.
P2 Security - the stored RBR must be irreversible, namely obtaining original biometric data
from a compromised RBR should not be possible or at least should be computationally
hard.
P3 Revocability - a revocation of a compromised RBR and creation of a new one from the
same biometric trait should not be complicated
P4 Performance - the RBR scheme should not degrade the recognition performance of the
biometric system it protects

We will analyse an RBR mechanism as a mapping f from the original biometric feature
space X into a possibly diﬀerent space Y. The requirements P1-P4 translated into the following
requirements.
The diversity requirement has two parts, namely it requires that it is possible to generate
many outputs from a single biometric data, and that these outputs are not correlated (or mostly
weakly correlated). To fulﬁll the ﬁrst part the mapping should have an additional input W, that
is f : X × W → Y. Otherwise, from a single biometric trait it would be possible to generate
only one pseudonymous identiﬁer. The second part requires that for the same biometric input
but diﬀerent additional data, the outputs of the mapping were not correlated, to not allow for
outputs linking. We wish thus to maximize the randomness of the output, conditioned on the
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biometric data P (Y|x). From the theory of information such a maximum is obtained when the
distribution of the output is uniform P (Y|x) ∼ unif orm ([4]).
The security requirement states that if the output y ∈ Y is known, it is impossible or at least
computationally hard to obtain original biometric input x ∈ X . In other words, the mapping f
should be a one-way function ([32]), namely, that the description of f (and its parametrization
φ) is overt and does not require any secret information for its operation. Given x, it is easy to
compute y = f (x, φ), but given y in the range of f , it is hard to ﬁnd x such that f (x, φ) = y.
“Hard” means that any eﬃcient polynomial-time algorithm succeeds in inverting f with negligible
probability. Unfortunately, the existence of one-way function is not proven (if true, it would
imply P 6= NP [32]). Yet a number of conjectured one-way functions are often used in security
applications like the factoring problem, the discrete logarithm problem or the subset sum problem
([32]). It is important to state that the one-way property is not the same as non-injective property.
A non-injective function maps more than one element of its domain into a single element from
codomain. That makes it ambiguous to inverse a non-injective function yet it may be still easy to
compute a pre-image. As the pre-image of the mapping f we understand the collection of all the
inputs in the original domain X that can generate the given transformed output y. Consequently
in biometrics, using a non-injective function, instead of one-way function, with easy to calculate
possible pre-image, makes it only combinatorially hard to guess the original input. Additionally,
usually an attacker does not want to learn the original biometric data, but to successfully run
the authentication process. Thus to break the system it suﬃces that the authentication process

is successful for any input from pre-image.
The revocability requirement demands that the secured reference (the identiﬁer) should
be easily revoked - due to the data compromise or simply the credential expiry - and what is
important, revocation and generation of a new reference should not weaken the system security.
This comes down to a possibility of changing the parameters of the transformation to get a
completely diﬀerent reference. Of course, this revocation cannot leak the information about the
biometric data and it should be possible to be made many times. This, again, requires the mapping
to be on one hand easily computable and on the other, one-way. Let’s consider the mapping as a
non-injective function parametrized by φ. If we have multiple outputs of this mapping for diﬀerent
parameters yi = f (x, φi ), i = 1 . . . n, and for each yi we can calculate possible pre-image, then the
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original input will belong to intersection of all pre-images. This makes the irreversibility property
weaker.
A biometric speciﬁcity of the mapping is especially stressed in the last requirement, namely the
performance. According to it, the transformation is required to preserve a structure of biometric
data including its inherent similarity measure so that data that were similar still are similar, and
those that were dissimilar remain dissimilar. Biometric classiﬁcation is usually based on some
notion of closeness of successive measurements - they are never identical. Measurements that are
close enough are considered as originating from the same class and the one’s that are not - from
diﬀerent ones. This creates a cluster-like structure of the biometric data space which we would like
to be preserved by the transformation. Consequently, in the transformed space we could perform
the same classiﬁcation as in the original one. The performance referred to is measured as the
error rates of classiﬁcation. It is worth to notice that to guarantee the same performance we do
not need the mapping to preserve the structure “exactly”. It would be even desirable that similar
biometric data, i.e. possible measurements of a particular class, would be mapped into a single
point in the result space (Fig. 2.2). This way the recognition performance would stay same, yet
we would have a stable, repeatable person identiﬁcation.
There may be a contradiction between the structure preserving property and the security
requirement. We showed that the non-injective (non-invertible) mapping would realize the security
requirement when used in diﬀerent systems but only if the possible pre-images are not close to
the original input. Yet this would violate the structure-preserving requirement. Thus we claim

X

f

Y

x'1
x1

y1

x''1
y2

x'2
x2

x''2

Figure 2.2: The desirable structure preserving property of RBR mapping f . Similar biometric
data x1 , x′1 , x′′1 from the input space are mapped into one point y1 it the target space.
that a security of the mapping should be granted through its one-way property rather than its
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non-injective property.

2.2.2

The RBR solutions

In the literature, there are two approaches to build the RBR mechanism, namely the template
transformation methods and the biometric cryptosystems. While in this work we will consider
only the latter, yet we will for completeness shortly review both.
Template transformations
The template transformation approach was proposed [35] to address a problem of such multiple
usage of a single biometric trait that does not allow for cross-database tracking. It was was
thought as a “template multiplicator” - a transformation that morphs the original template into a
reference that does not resemble the original one, yet still may be processed (matched) in the same
manner as the original one (is an element of the same space). Schematic representation of this
approach is presented on Fig. 2.3. A system-speciﬁc transformation is applied to the biometric
features within the same space. The same features transformed with diﬀerent transformations
are no longer similar w.r.t. biometric comparison, yet similar features before the transformation
remain similar after the transformation.
The security of this type of RBR depends on the transform irreversibility. The references
are as secure as the transformation is hard to reverse. However, most of the proposed solutions
([43, 34, 35]) are not based on one-way functions but on non-injective functions. Thus, as discussed

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of template transformation approach. A system-speciﬁc
transformation is applied to biometric features within the same space. The same features transformed with diﬀerent transformations are no longer similar w.r.t. biometric comparison, yet similar
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features before transformation remain similar after transformation (source [43]).
in the previous section, this may weaken the security.
Additionally as pointed by Nagar et al. [34, 35] the security of some of proposed transforms
is not as high as declared due to, among others, the non-uniform distribution of features within
population. Nagar et al. have analyzed the transformations for ﬁngerprint minutiae templates
and proposed a measure of non-invertibility. This measure estimates the relationship between the
number of guesses (eﬀort) required by an adversary to recover a certain fraction (coverage) of
the biometric reference. They assumed that the transformation and the transformed reference are
known to the adversary. The results show that the non-invertibility - hence the security - is not
as high as assumed, since with almost no eﬀort an adversary can guess more than 80% of original
minutia locations.

Biometric cryptosystem
The second approach to template protection is called biometric cryptosystem. Originally the
biometric cryptosystem approach was proposed for a diﬀerent goal, namely to incorporate the
“personal” virtue of biometrics into the cryptography framework either by securing cryptographic
keys or generating such keys directly from biometric data. First papers in late ′ 90 ([9, 27]) concentrated on deriving stable and repeatable binary strings to be used later as the keys in standard

cryptography. On one hand, making such an encryption strongly binding to the person and on
the other more secure and convenient since there would be no need to store or remember the
passwords. This idea, although at the ﬁrst glance very promising, is not practical. First, it would
allow generation of one key per biometric trait. Thus if a system would use iris biometrics to
generate keys, one could have only two diﬀerent keys. That kind of restriction is not acceptable
since it does not allow to easily generate new keys in case system is compromised (the renewability requirement does not hold). We also would like to stress again that biometric data itself
e.g. ﬁngerprint or face image, should not be considered as secret data. Thus the security of a system requires authenticity veriﬁcation of acquired biometric data - the so called aliveness testing.
Concluding this, keeping the relevance of aliveness testing as the ﬁrst line of security, a biometric
cryptosystem should have another source of secret data to allow the generation of multiple keys
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for a single biometric trait.
The most comprehensive work on generation strong keys from biometric data is the one from
Dodis et. al [10]. It was the ﬁrst one to present the issue in strict mathematical manner and
to provide theoretical foundations and proofs for the proposed constructions. The theoretical
framework proposed by Dodis et. al generalizes much of the prior work on the subject. We will
thus present the most important results focusing on the binary data case and in successive chapters
discuss their practical considerations.
There are two important properties when talking about the “key” in context of cryptographic
applications. First, it has to be exactly reproducible - changing a single bit makes the key useless.
Secondly it has to be hard to guess by an adversary i.e. successive bits should be independent
and drawn from binomial distribution with p = 0.5. If we refer this to the biometric templates, it
comes out that it is not exactly reproducible since each measurement result in slightly diﬀerent
biometric data. As for the second condition, we also cannot assume that it may be fulﬁlled by
biometric templates (we will exemplify this for binary iris codes in Sec. 6.1). Dodis et. al addressed
both of these problems and introduced two primitives. The ﬁrst, called the secure sketch, realizes
the ﬁrst requirement , namely it produces a public information about the input that does not
reveal “much” information about it and, at the same time, allows for error-prone reconstruction of
this input from its “close enough” noisy version. The second primitive, called the fuzzy extractor,
aims in reproducing a stable and nearly uniform output from noisy (“close”) inputs. We review

the deﬁnitions of the above primitives in more detail.
The constructions proposed by Dodis et. al assume the data came from a metric space (M, dis),
where M is a set (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) and dis : M × M → R+ = [0, ∞) is a metric (a distance
function) denoted hereafter as dis.
Secure sketch
Secure sketch is a pair of procedures (SS, Rec) that enables recovery of a string x ∈ M from
any string x′ ∈ M “close” to x, possibly with the use of additional public data s, without leaking
“too much” information about x. Formally
Definition 2.2.1. ([10]) An (M, m, m̃, t)-secure sketch is a pair of randomized procedures, sketch
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(SS) and recover (Rec), with the following properties:
1. The sketch procedure SS on input x ∈ M returns a bit string w ∈ {0, 1}k
2. The recover procedure Rec takes x′ ∈ M and a bit string w ∈ {0, 1}k and returns
x. The correctness property of secure sketches guarantees that if dis(x, x′ ) < t, then
Rec(x′ , SS(x)) = x. If dis(x, x′ ) > t, no guarantee is provided about the output of Rec.
3. The security property guarantees that for any distribution W over M with min-entropy
m, the value of X can be recovered by the adversary who observes w with probability no
greater than 2−m̃ .
x'~x

x

x
w

...
public

w

Figure 2.4: The idea of the secure-sketch. The sketch procedure SS on input x (e.g. iris code)
outputs w that may be made public. The recovery procedure Rec takes as input the w and x′
that is close to x (e.g. iris code of the same iris) and outputs the original x if x′ is close enough
to x.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the concept of the secure-sketch. A good secure sketch is the one that
keeps m̃ as high as possible since this is responsible for how diﬃcult is to guess the value of x

knowing the output w of the secure-sketch. The quality of a secure sketch can be considered in
terms of entropy loss λ = m − m̃, i.e. the amount of information disclosed by the sketch even
after be revealing w.
According to this deﬁnition, the secure sketch maps all elements close to a selected element
(x) into this element using an additional parameter w. The deﬁnition embodies a division of the
source space (the biometric data space) into non-overlapping neighborhoods. There is, however,
no guarantee that these neighborhoods ﬁll the whole space, the mapping is not deﬁned for the
elements that do not belong to the set of neighborhoods.
Fuzzy extractor
The construction of secure-sketch does not account for the distribution of x, which is not guarPobrano z http://repo.pw.edu.pl / Downloaded from Repository of Warsaw University of Technology 2023-01-08

anteed to be uniform in biometrics, and thus could be potentially easy to guess. This problem is
addressed by the second primitive called the fuzzy-extractor that outputs a “nearly” uniform binary string. Dodis [10] deﬁnes the notion of “nearly” as follows. First deﬁne the statistical distance
between two discrete probability distributions A and B is SD(A, B) =
v).

1
2

P

v

|P r(A = v)−P r(B =

Definition 2.2.2. The (M, m, ℓ, t, ǫ)-fuzzy extractor is deﬁned as a pair of randomized procedures: generate (Gen) and reproduce (Rep), with the following properties:
1. The generate procedure Gen takes x ∈ M as the input and calculates an extracted string
R (R ∈ {0, 1}ℓ ) and a helper string P (P ∈ {0, 1}k ), namely (P, R) = Gen(R).
2. The reproduce procedure Rep takes x′ ∈ M and a bit string P ∈ {0, 1}k as inputs and
calculates R. The correctness property of fuzzy extractors requests that if dis(x, x′ ) < t ,
then
Rep(x′ , P ) = R
. If dis(x, x′ ) > t, no guarantee is provided about the output of Rep.
3. The security property guarantees that for any distribution X on M of minimal entropy m,
the string R is nearly uniform even if P is observed.
If (R, P ) ← Gen(X), then SD((R, P ), (Uℓ, P )) ¬ ǫ.

P

x

R

...

x'~x
P

R

public

uniform given P

Figure 2.5: The idea of fuzzy extractor. The generate procedure on input x (e.g. iris code) generates
two strings: public P and secret R. The reproduce procedure on input x′ (e.g. another iris code
of the same iris) and public P regenerates R if x′ is close enough to x.
Consequently, given a secure-sketch, one can always construct a fuzzy extractor using e.g. a
standard hash function as the randomness extractor (Fig. 2.6). The idea is to use a randomized
sketch procedure SS to transform the input x into the sketch w. At the same time, the randomness
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extractor uses x ∈ M and a random string i as an additional source of randomness to produce a
strong key R. The sketch w and string i together form the public output of the generate procedure.
The reproduce procedure takes x′ close to x and w to recover x (the recover of secure-sketch) and
then feeds the recovered x together with i to the extractor to reproduce R.

Gen

i
W

Rep

P
X'~X
W
i

X
i

S

S

Figure 2.6: Ideogram for fuzzy extractor obtained from secure-sketch. The generate and reproduce
modules boundaries are marked with dashed line. A standard hash function (e.g. SHA1) may be
used as the randomness extractor Ext. In the generate procedure biometric data x and additional
random data r and i produce public data P and the key R. This key can be recovered in the
reproduce procedure provided the public data P and x′ close to x are available.
Knowing this, the remaining problem is to propose an eﬃcient and correct secure sketches since
we know that having one, a fuzzy extractor can always be constructed. The above constructions

need to be speciﬁed, since they employ general metric spaces with a particular distance function.
The authors of [10] analyzed three metric spaces, namely binary vectors space under the Hamming
distance metric, unordered sets space under set diﬀerent metrics and ordered sets space under edit
distance. We will focus on the binary vectors space with Hamming distance as it is appropriate
metrics for binary iris codes.

2.2.3

Implementation of RBR mechanism for Hamming distance spaces

Error correcting codes
The secure sketch has to recover the same output for every input close to a given. A similar
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problem arises in communication where due to transmission errors the receiver receives a corrupted
message. To solve this problem a whole theory of error-correction was developed. Here we shortly
introduce the notion of error-correcting codes. An error-correcting code C of size K is a subset
{c0 , · · · , cK−1} of K elements in some metric space M under distance dis. With such a code, one
can encode K diﬀerent messages (for simplicity we index them from 0 to K − 1). Encoding is
the mapping from i to ci . The smallest d > 0 such that dis(ci , cj )  d for all i 6= j is called the
minimum distance of C. For integer metrices, as e.g. in Hamming distance, the distance takes
only integer values, hence the code can detect change in an encoded message if its distance to the
message after the change is less than d. The error-correcting distance of C is the largest number
t > 0 such that for every w ∈ M there exists at most one codeword c ∈ C in the ball of radius
t around w : dis(c, w) ¬ t. Such a code C is called t-error correcting. A mapping that ﬁnds
c ∈ C such that dis(c, w) ¬ t for a given w is called the decoding. According to above deﬁnitions,
such c may not exists, but if it does, it is unique. From the triangle inequality which holds
for metric spaces the error-correcting distance is less than half of the minimum distance, namely
t < d/2. Works of Shannon (1948) [47] and Hamming (1950) [15] started the evolution of the errorcorrection towards the maximum possible eﬃciency of error-correcting methods versus levels of
noise interference and data corruption. Since then the ﬁndings in that ﬁeld are remarkable, yet
most algorithms and methods concern the spaces over ﬁnite ﬁelds Fnq with Hamming metric. In
this work we use the notation after [29]. An error correcting codes over Fnq is denoted as [N, K, d]F
where K is the length of message, N is the length of encoded message and d is the minimum

distance of the code. Thus the maximum number of errors guaranteed to be corrected with that
code is t ¬ ⌊(d − 1)/2⌋. The ratio

K
N

is called the rate of the code and describes the information

content in the transmitted message - only K out of N are information symbols. The other N − K
symbols are redundant. They are calculated as a function these K information symbols and added
for correction purposes.
Construction of a secure sketch for Hamming distance
Dodis et al. [10] considered the Hamming distance for a general space M = F n , where F is an
alphabet. Let f = log2 |F |. The Hamming distance between two samples from M is deﬁned as
the number of symbols the samples diﬀer. In particular M can be a binary space M = {0, 1}n .
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A code-offset construction is a generalized version of “fuzzy commitment” introduced earlier by
Juels and Wattenberg [27]. This methodology employs space M = F n with Hamming distance.
The construction starts with an [N, K, d]F error-correcting code C, not necessarily linear (d =
2t + 1). The idea is to shift the code so the input x is one of its codewords c and to remember
the shift as the sketch.
Definition 2.2.3. Code-Oﬀset construction
Let for a given x ∈ M, the sketch procedure (SS) select a random codeword c ∈ C and outputs
w that is equal to the shift needed to get x from c, i.e. (x) = w = x − c
The recover procedure (Rec) for the input x′ ∈ M and w and compute c′ = x′ − w. If the
diﬀerence between x and x′ is less than the minimum distance of the code, it decodes c′ to c and
outputs Rec(x′ , w) = x = c + w, due to properties of error-correcting code. Otherwise, i.e. if the
diﬀerence between x and x′ is more than the correcting capabilities of the code, procedure may
fail or decode c′ to some other codeword c̃ and output Rec(x′ , w) = y = c̃ + w 6= x

Figure 2.7: An example of realization of secure-sketch using error-correcting code
The following theorem “quantiﬁes” the code-oﬀset construction for Hamming distance:

Theorem 2.2.1. [10] Given an [N, K, 2t+1]F error-correcting code, one can construct a (F n , m, m−
(n − k)f, t) secure sketch. Furthermore, if the code is linear its output is (n − k) symbols long.

2.3

Discussion

Although the intention of Dodis et al. was to introduce a strong theoretical framework of secure
sketches for biometric data, the authors did not presented any practical implementations. Indeed
our further research show that the direct application of the presented constructions is questionable
for biometric data.
The code-oﬀset construction was designed for binary features vectors of ﬁxed length compared
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with the Hamming distance. Although there are number of algorithms that encode biometric
samples as binary vectors, the Hamming distance as a measure of dissimilarity between two such
samples is rarely used in practice. In real-life scenarios, some parts of the iris image may by
occluded by eyelids or eyelashes, thus making corresponding code elements unreliable. To cope
with this problem and to eliminate the eﬀect of these elements on iris comparison score, a concept
of mask is introduced. For each iris code a mask is introduced that indicates which code elements
are reliable. The comparison score of two samples is thus obtained by calculating the Hamming
distance of only those elements which are masked as reliable for both samples, and then weighted
by the number of compared elements.This modiﬁcation improves the recognition performance
yet introduces diﬃculties in theoretical analysis. First, the iris codes become, in fact, of ﬂexible
length depending on with which code elements are masked. Secondly, the resulting comparison
score is no longer a distance. In particular the triangle inequality does not hold. Assuming that we
calculate the dissimilarity using only the elements masked as reliable, as described above, we can
easily construct an example of three simpliﬁed codes (Fig. 2.8). Here, the sum of dissimilarities
between the two codes and the third is less than the dissimilarity between them.
Consequently, we have on the one hand a general RBR construction that works in ﬁxed-length
vector space with Hamming distance, and on the other, iris recognition system that to improve
recognition performance abandons form metric space. This suggests that the proposed general
construction cannot be used directly with biometric data without degradation of the recognition
performance. One should either modify the RBR construction, or modify the biometric data

2/2=1

1

1 1

0

1

0
1/2

1/3

1

1

0

Figure 2.8: An example of three masked codes, for which the triangular inequality does not
hold. The masked (reliable) elements are visible, the unreliable elements are greyed out. The
corresponding dissimilarities calculated as weighted Hamming distance using only reliable code
elements are printed along the arrows.
so that it ﬁts the construction while preserving the recognition performance. In the following
chapters we will consider the latter, proposing modiﬁcations in standard iris recognition system
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that increase the recognition performance and allow for use of the code-oﬀset construction.
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Chapter 3
Binary iris codes
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3.1

Iris based biometric recognition

Although there are several competing algorithms for iris texture encoding, they all share certain
general architecture. An iris recognition system consists of ﬁve basic modules leading to a decision
(ﬁg. 3.1). Here we shortly introduce the role of each module and in the next sections speciﬁc
algorithms will be described.
Acquisition

Segmentation
Normalization

Encoding

Matching

0010110...01110

XOR

Descision

0010110...01110

Storage

Figure 3.1: General iris-based system architecture.
The ﬁrst block is the image acquisition module. Most of the iris recognition systems acquire
the images in near infrared (NIR) illumination (ca. 860nm wavelength). This is because in NIR
the pigmentation of the iris, which is unwanted in the image to encode, is much less visible due to
the negligible eﬀects of melanin. As a result, more lower frequency stromal features dominate the
observed pattern. NIR also penetrates dark-color irises, revealing the interesting texture features.
It is the acquisition system responsibility to capture focused and good quality image having
29

enough iris texture visible. Typically, the captured image besides the iris includes the pupil,
eyelids, eyelashes and sclera.
The iris has to be localized and isolated from other structures in its vicinity, which is performed
by the segmentation module.The primary task of the segmentation is to determine pixels in this
part of the image that corresponds to the iris. To accomplish that, the module detects the pupillary
and limbus boundaries and the regions within the iris with undesired interferences, like eyelids,
eyelashes, reﬂections etc. The ISO/IEC 19794-6 standard [13] deﬁnes that both boundaries should
be circular, yet it does not deﬁne any particular method of determining their parameters. In the
next chapter, we will show that the accuracy (or repeatability) of this step is crucial for the
recognition quality. Moreover, it rarely happens that the whole iris is visible since some parts of
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the iris are usually occluded by eyelids, eyelashes or light reﬂexes that cause white spots in the
image. To take this into account and to compare only these image regions that are indeed the iris
texture images, iris recognition algorithms generate an additional map called the mask. The mask
indicates which regions of the iris are reliable and which are occluded or distracted in another
way.
The next block is the normalization module where the iris is transformed (“unwrapped”) from
Cartesian to polar coordinates. To account for variations in iris and pupil sizes, the iris is always
normalized to the same size rectangle using a so called rubber-sheet model which consists of resampling after a linear transformation. The normalized form allows to easily account for in-plane
iris rotation due to eye or head rotation during the matching process. It is done by circular shifting
the polar image along the angle axes.
For a compact representation of the iris, only speciﬁc features of the iris texture are extracted.
The most common encoding mechanism encompasses multi-resolution 2D wavelets (e.g. Gabor)
to extract local phasor information of the texture. Each phasor response is encoded into two bits
by quantization into quadrants. This information is extracted in a predeﬁned sub grid of analysis
points of the normalized iris image. The encoded responses from all of the analysis points form
the ﬁnal binary iris code. Usually, several wavelets with diﬀerent characteristics are used. The
wavelets to be used during encoding are chosen to be insensitive to slight changes in the iris
image (images of the same iris) on one side and to distinguish diﬀerent irises on the other.
The last, matching module calculates the comparison score usually by counting the number

of code bits not equal in both codes. This score is expected to be small for images of the same
iris and signiﬁcantly greater for images of diﬀerent irises. Consequently, the codes from diﬀerent
iris textures should diﬀer on the average at half of the positions. If the mask is not used, the
comparison score is the Hamming distance. If, however, the mask is used then only the bits
calculated from reliable iris texture regions are taken into account. Such a comparison score is no
longer a distance as we showed in Sec. 2.3.

3.1.1

Iris segmentation

The iris segmentation step is crucial to all the following iris processing. Accurate indication
of the iris texture and its boundaries is the key to successfull iris encoding. The segmentation
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process is performed by approximating the iris boundaries as perfect circles. A vast majority
of iris recognition systems employ one of two approaches: the Hough transform or Daugman’s
integro-diﬀerential operator.

Hough transform
In the method proposed by by Wildes et al. ([54, 53]), the segmentation relies on Hough transform
- a histogram-based model-ﬁtting ([21]). First, an edge map of the input image is generated
using a gradient-base edge detector. A voting procedure is then applied to the edge map to
determine the parameter values for a contour that best ﬁts a circle. We used implementation of this
method delivered with OSIRIS software ([31]). In that implementation, the image if ﬁrst smoothed
by convolution with a two-dimensional Gaussian ﬁlter. Than, the image intensity gradient is
calculated by the Canny detector, and its magnitude is thresholded to obtain the edge map. The
implementation was optimized for the Casia v1 database images.

Daugman’s integro-differential operator
Another segmentation algorithm used is delivered with BiomIris SDK. In this implementation,
the localization of the pupil-iris boundary and iris-sclera boundary encompass two diﬀerent approaches [5]. The one for the pupil-iris boundary is based on ﬁtting the circular templates within
the iris directional image. This algorithm is sensitive to circular dark shapes in the image. The

boundary between iris and sclera is localized by another algorithm, which is based on the Daugman’s integro-diﬀerential operator.
Gσ (r) ∗

δ
δr

I

(r,x0 ,y0 )

Iraw (x, y)
ds
2πr

(3.1)

where I is the image, ∗ denotes the convolution and Gσ (r) is a smoothing function. According to
Daugman, the iris and the pupil are approximated by circles, thus the curve s is a circle of radius
r and at centered in (x0 , y0 ). Above operator achieves its maximum for the circles that best ﬁt the
iris boundaries. The smoothing function helps to ignore local extremes while searching the global
maximum. The search space (x0 , y0 , r) is bounded by a coarse localization based on the previously
found pupil. In the implementation used in BiomIris SDK, the Daugman’s operator is applied
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independently for two horizontally placed angular sectors, each of 45◦ in width. In this way the
iris parts often occluded by eyelids and eyelashes are not to taken into calculations. Moreover,
Daugman’s operator is modiﬁed to
δ
δr

Z

r+σ

r−σ

2
πρr

Z

φ+π/4

φ−π/4

Ipolar (ρ, Θ)ρδΘδρ

(3.2)

where r0 is the previously found pupil radius and Ipolar (ρ, Θ) is the image in polar coordinates.
This modiﬁcation, equivalent to additional averaging over circular sectors, helps to take care of a
boundary blur between the iris and the sclera.
Occlusions mask
To determine the occluded regions of the iris we used the geodesic active contour approach
proposed by Shah and Rose in [45]. It is based on the relation between active contours (snakes) and
the computation of geodesics (minimal length curves). The strategy is to evolve a curve initialized
by the expanded pupil boundary under the constraints imposed by geometric properties of the
iris boundary. This approach combines the energy minimization approach of the classical active
contours and the geometric properties of contours. The contour should easily expand on the iris
region but should stop as soon as it achieves the occlusions (eyelids, eyelashes or reﬂections). We
used here the implementation of the geodesic active contours delivered with OSIRIS, which uses
an OpenCV [37] code. We used this method also for pupil approximation with slight diﬀerences
in the stop conditions. As a result, we obtain a non-circular boundaries of iris and pupil. The

region between these boundaries was assumed to be a valid iris texture and the rest of the image
was marked as occlusions.
Normalization
Normalization, i.e. a transformation of the raw image to a ﬁxed size image containing only the iris
texture, is a non-trivial problem itself. In our research we follow the ISO 19749-6 standard ([13]),
where the zones of analysis are established on the iris in a doubly dimensionless polar coordinate
system. It allows to maintain reference to the same regions of the iris tissue regardless of both
pupillary constriction and the overall image size, and hence regardless of the distance to the eye
and the camera zoom factor. This polar coordinate system is not necessarily concentric as the
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center of the pupil is not necessarily the center of the iris. The way the the iris tissue stretches
is modelled as a stretching of a homogeneous rubber sheet ([55, 6]). The homogeneous rubber
sheet model assigns to each point in the iris, regardless of size of pupillary dilation, a pair of real
coordinates (r, φ), where r lies on the unit interval [0, 1] and φ is the usual angular quantity that
is cyclic over [0, 2π]. The transformation of the iris image I(x, y) from raw coordinates (x, y) to
the doubly dimensionless non-centric polar coordinates (r, φ) can be represented as
Iraw (x(r, φ), y(r, φ)) → Ipolar (r, φ)
where x(r, φ) and y(r, φ) are deﬁned as linear combinations of the pupillary boundary points
(xp (φ), yp(φ)) around the circle that approximates pupil and the limbus boundary points along
the outer iris boundary (xi (φ), yi(φ)) (Fig. 3.2) :
x(r, φ) = (1 − r)xp (φ) + rxi (φ)),
y(r, φ) = (1 − r)yp (φ) + ryi (φ))
The assumption on linear stretching of the iris tissue has been recently questioned and new
methods were proposed ([52]). Still, the described approach is dominant in the iris recognition
systems.
As a result of the normalization process of each iris image, we obtain the normalized iris image
and the normalized occlusions mask (right panel of Fig. 3.3).

r
0
M
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Figure 3.2: Polar image sample sequence used in the experiments (source [13]).

Figure 3.3: The stages of iris image processing: circles approximation, snakes approximation,
normalization.

3.1.2

Iris encoding algorithms and iris codes

The leading iris encoding algorithm was proposed by Daugman [6, 7]. Unfortunately, although the
general methodology it uses was published, the implementation details and particular parameter
values are not known. Our research, thus, relies on two Daugman-like implementations, namely
Osiris and Libor Masek’s, that are commonly used as the reference methods for the iris recognition.
We also used BiomeIris SDK as it’s encoding algorithm signiﬁcantly diﬀers form Daugman-like
approach.

OSIRIS algorithm

it Daugman-like since the speciﬁc values of the parameters of original Daugman’s algorithm
are not know. The Osiris implementation operates on the segmented iris texture normalized to
512×64 (angular × radial) pixel polar coordinates image. At this normalized iris image a rectangle
grid of 43 × 9 points is deﬁned (Fig. 3.4). At each of these 387 = 43 · 9 points the normalized
image is convolved with three diﬀerent 2D discrete Gabor ﬁlters (Fig. 3.5). Following Daugman,
the complex convolution results are quantized into two bits, accordingly to the quadrant of the
complex plane they fall into. The resulting iris code is a 2322 bit string being the concatenation of
quantized complex convolution result for each point (387(points) × 3(f ilters) × 2(bits) = 2322).
Together with the code, the mask of the same size is generated indicating which bits are valid.
Polar iris representation
60
50

Radial coordinate
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The Osiris coding algorithm ([31]) implements a Daugman-like iris encoding method. We call
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Figure 3.4: Point of analysis at the polar iris image in the Osiris algorithm
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Im

Figure 3.5: Discret Gabor wavelets used in the Osiris algorithm
Czajka algorithm [5]
Czajka’s coding algorithm is based on the Zak-Gabor transform. The algorithm operates on the
segmented iris texture transformed to 2048 × 128 (angular × radial) pixel image in polar coordinates, averaged with a Gauss window along the radial coordinate to 8 one dimensional sequences
of length 2048. To minimize occlusions, only two sectors that correspond to two horizontal quarters of the iris texture are used for coding. We, thus, have 16 one dimension sequences, 8 from each
of two analyzed quarters. Those one dimensional sequences are transformed using the Zak-Gabor
transform into a set of transform coeﬃcients. As a result of an optimization, a subset of 1024 of
those coeﬃcients, related to particular frequencies, was selected. The signs of these coeﬃcients
constitute the iris code of length 1024. As the code uses only not occluded segments of the iris,
it does not need an additional mask.

Libor Masek algorithm [30]
The Libor Masek coding algorithm is similar to the Osiris. It operates on the segmented iris texture
normalized to the polar image of size 240 × 20 (angular × radial) pixel. The main diﬀerence is

that it encodes each angular stripe separately with one dimensional complex logGabor ﬁlter (Fig.
3.6). The resulting iris code has 240 × 20 × 2 = 9600 bits. Together with the code the mask of
the same size is calculated.
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Figure 3.6: Real and imaginary components of a 1D log-Gabor wavelet used in Masek implementation to encode the iris texture.

3.1.3

Iris databases used

In our numerical experiments two iris databases were used. The ﬁrst is BATH [20], collected in
a controlled environment with NIR sensitive high resolution machine-vision camera with infrared
lightning whose spectrum peaks around 820 nm. Additionally, daylight cut-oﬀ ﬁlters were used
to eliminate reﬂections due to ambient visible light and care was taken to focus on the iris rather
than on any other part of the eye. The database contains 1600 diﬀerent classes (eyes) with 20
images per class.
The second database, tentatively called MULTI-IRIS , was collected by this author with an oﬀthe-shelf dual iris camera CrossMatch I-Scan2 in indoor conditions. The images obtained with this
device are of resolution 640x640. There are only 14 diﬀerent classes but each class is represented
by more than 90 good quality images.

3.1.4

Selection of segmentation and encoding algorithm

In the preliminary experiments we tested the inﬂuence of the segmentation on the recognition
performance. We checked whether there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in recognition performance
depending on which segmentation algorithm of the two described is used. We used 200 ﬁrst
classes of BATH and segmented them with both segmentation algorithms, namely the Osiris
implementation of Hough transform and Czajka’s implementation of Daugman’s operator. We
encoded the obtained normalized images with OSIRIS algorithm and compared the resulting iris
codes. The intraclass (genuine) comparisons were calculated by matching each code with all the
others in the same class 200 classes × 20 samples × 19 samples ×

1
2

= 39 800 comparisons. The

interclass (impostor) comparisons were calculated by matching each code with all the others from
The resulting false match and false non match rates are plotted in Fig. 3.7.
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diﬀerent classes 200 classes×199 classes×20 samples×20 samples× 21 = 7 960 000 comparisons.
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Figure 3.7: Biometric performance of OSIRIS coding when using Daugman’s approach segmentation (left panel) and Hough transform approach segmentation (right panel). Evidently, the Hough
transform approach leads to worse performance.
The presented results show that the recognition performance using Hough transform-based
segmentation is signiﬁcantly lower than the one using Daugman’s operator. This is due to poorer
genuine comparisons results, with the impostor results very similar. An example of failed Hough

transform segmentation is shown in Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Failed segmentation is the cause of abnormally low similarity in genuine scores. Figure
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presents an extreme example of segmentation error made by Hough transform approach.
Considering diﬀerences between segmentation algorithms in favor of Daugman’s operator approach we decided to use this method as the reference in our research. Unfortunately, an inspection
of the segmentation results shows that in some cases also the localization based on Daugman’s
operator fails. This might be due to some speciﬁc properties of an image, lightning or reﬂections,
since we wanted to exclude such cases, we decided to manually review all the segmentation results
and remove all classes where at least one image was poorly localized. As a result, out of 1600
classes of BATH database we selected 983 classes such that all 20 images in a class were properly
segmented. The decision whether on image was or was not properly segmented was made by
a human expert who saw the image with drawn circular boundaries approximation for iris and
pupil being the result of segmentation. Segmentation, such as the one presented in Fig. 3.8, were
marked as poor and thus the whole class was removed. The trimmed database will be denoted
here after as BATH-TRIMMED .
For comparison purposes, we encoded the images in BATH-TRIMMED database with all
3 encoding algorithms. We calculated the genuine comparisons by selecting one of 20 codes at
random with probability

1
20

as a reference and compared it with the other 19 codes of the same

class. We thus have 983 classes × 19 codes = 18677 genuine matching scores. The impostor
distribution was calculated by comparing the selected template code from each class with all
the codes in the other classes, thus making 983 classes × 982 classes × 20 samples = 19306120

comparisons. Recognition performances of all 3 algorithms are presented in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Recognition performance of 3 analyzed encoding algorithms on BATH-TRIMMED
database. Daugman’s operator was used for the segmentation.
The values of equal error rate for the same segmentation algorithm and for comparison scenario
described are 1.03 ∗ 10−6 for OSIRIS, 1.65 ∗ 10−6 for Masek and 4.72 ∗ 10−5 for BIOMIRIS. In the
rest of our work we will thus use the OSIRIS algorithm as the reference, being the best known
representation of the original Daugman coding algorithm. Nevertheless, whenever our results may
be of general meaning, we will use the other two to illustrate our ﬁndings.

3.1.5

Iris reference selection methods

A reference selection is a methodology often introduced to improve biometric recognition performance by reducing the genuine comparison scores. The biometric reference is deﬁned as one or
more stored biometric samples, biometric templates or biometric models attributed to a person
and used for comparisons. In iris recognition systems a biometric reference is typically a single
biometric template i.e. one iris code. The reduction of the mean-squared diﬀerence in genuine
comparison scores is achieved by selecting a reference that minimizes the average dissimilarity
between possible realizations of one’s iris codes.
If during the enrollment process only one iris image is collected, it automatically becomes
the template. Usually however, more than one iris image, and thus more than one iris codes, are
collected during the enrollment. The question is how to use these codes to construct the best

reference. The straightforward answer is that the reference should be identical to the code that
minimizes the average distance to all collected codes. It’s advantage is that the reference is a
code that was calculated from an actual iris image. However, other methods of template selection
can be also proposed. In Chapter 5 we present our analysis and results considering the template
selection problem.
In this section we described the general processing ﬂow in an iris recognition system and
algorithms we used in our numerical experiments. In the next section we will describe an implementation of RBR framework that is suited to iris binary codes and discuss it’s requirements and
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constraints.

3.2

Implementation of RBR for iris code

The implementation of the RBR for iris codes consists of is the code-oﬀset construction described
in Sec. 2.2.3. The underlying mechanism is based on the error-correcting codes properties. The
error-correcting code should be selected so that it is able to correct the errors (ﬂipped bits)
between the reference and other codes of the same eye, yet is not able to correct errors between
the reference and impostor codes. To make this selection we have to take into account both the
errors we have to cope with, as well as and the properties and capabilities of the available codes.
In the considered iris biometric systems, when the mask is not used, a query code and a
reference are matched if they are not further apart, in a Hamming distance sense, than some
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deﬁned threshold t. That is, they diﬀer on less than t bit positions. This is naturally moves to the
RBR mechanism. We would like the RBR mechanism to recover the locked PI only if the query
code and the reference are closer than t. For the code-oﬀset construction this means that it has
to use an error-correcting code with a decoder that returns the closest codeword to a received
binary vector if the distance from it to that codeword is less than or equal to deﬁned threshold t.
Such a decoder is called a bounded-distance decoder.
This is the optimal decoder for a code, given the bit ﬂips are random and a bit ﬂip form 1 to
0 and from 0 to 1 are equally likely. We call this case a binary symmetric channel. In other cases
this may not hold. If, for example, we would have the code with two code words 000 and 111 and
the probability of ﬂipping from 1 to 0 would be 0.5 and from 0 to 1 0.05 than a received vector 001
should rather be decoded to 111 despite 000 is closer in the Hamming sense. It is thus important
to learn the nature of the errors that RBR has to cope with and select the error-correcting code
accordingly. In the next chapter the properties of iris codes will be analyzed and in particular we
will verify the assumption on errors probability.
The security of the code-oﬀset construction depends on the size of the error-correcting code
used i.e. the number of codewords. The more codewords, the more secure is the sketch. As we
use bounded-distance decoder we can try to asses the number of codewords by solving a sphere
packing problem. A t-sphere in Hamming space centered at some point x is a set of all points
whose Hamming distance from x is t or less. Having a code that is t-error-correcting ([N, K, 2t+1])
in the binary Hamming space one gets a t-sphere around every codeword. It would be desirable to

pack these spheres as densely, as to almost ﬁll the whole space. One has thus S = 2K codewords
and 2N points in this space. Since the number of points in the Hamming t-sphere is
t
X

N
w

w=0

!

, hence the number of codewords 2K fulﬁlls the inequality
2K ¬ P t

2N

w=0

(*)

 
N
w

. Thus in case of Osiris code, where N = 2322 and we set the threshold to 25%, i.e. w = 580 we
get an estimate of K ¬ 443.
Unfortunately * is far from tight. Our intuition from Euclidean space that we cannot ﬁll the
plane (R2 ) with circles is not necessarily correct in Hamming space. This is because there exists
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only a ﬁnite number of codes, called the perfect codes, that ﬁll the space completely. They include
the Hamming codes, that are t = 1 error-correcting, where N = 2M − 1
repetition codes with odd number of repetitions N, with t = (N − 1)/2
the Golay code [23,12,7]
However, for most error-correcting codes, the t-spheres centered on their codewords do not ﬁll
the space completely. Almost all the Hamming space is taken up by the space between the tspheres. Thus the eﬀective K is much smaller than the maximum from *. From the cryptography
perspective today’s security standard for a symmetric key is at least 128 bits of entropy, e.g. for
AES algorithm [12], and so we will consider this as the reference value.
An important observation in context of bounded-distance decoding is the Gilbert-Varshamov
conjecture [29]. For the random linear codes it was shown (e.g.[29]) that the estimated minimum
distance, dGV , of such a code with length N and communication rate R =

K
N

is deﬁned by formula

H(dGV /N) = (1 − R), thus dGV ≡ NH −1 (1 − R), where H(.), and H −1 (.) are the binary entropy
function and it’s inverse ([29]). This estimated minimum distance is called the Gilbert-Varshamov
distance. The Gilbert-Varshamov conjecture (widely believed) asserts that for large N it is not
possible to create a binary error-correcting codes with minimum distance signiﬁcantly greater
than dGV . Assuming this is true one can deﬁne a communication rate RGV that is the maximum
communication rate at which bounded-distance decoder can work.

What follows, if we use a bounded-distance decoder, the maximum number of errors it can
correct is half the code minimum distance. We denote the the maximum number of errors a code
can correct divided by the length of the code as the error rate. For a bounded-distance decoder
the error rate is fbd =

1
d /N.
2 min

If dmin is equal to Gilbert-Varshamov distance than we get

RGV = 1 − H(2fbd ). Referring this to Shannon’s coding theorem for binary symmetric channel
with error rate f , which states that the maximum communication rate is R = 1 − H(f ) ([29]),
we get that bounded distance decoders can only ever cope with half the noise-level that Shannon
proved is tolerable. Concluding, for a binary symmetric channel, if it has probability of bit ﬂipping
f > 1/4 than there exists no bounded-distance decoder that could work. Figure 3.10 plots both
the Gilbert-Varshamov and and Shanon’s maximum communication rate for binary symmetric

1

Capacity
Gilbert−Varshamov rate

0.8

0.6

rate
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channel as a function of tolerable error rate.
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Figure 3.10: Shanon’s maximum rate and Gilbert-Varshamov rate - the maximum communication
rate achievable using a bounded-distance decoder for binary symmetric channel as a function of
error rate. Maximum tolerable error rate according to Gilbert-Varshamov bound is only 0.25
The Shanon limit for a binary symmetric channel is not achievable with the bounded-distance
decoder. For a code that reaches the Shanon limit, the t-spheres around the codewords are not
disjoint - in fact they overlap with each other suﬃciently that each sphere almost contains the
center of its nearest neighbor ([29]). The reason why this overlap is not disastrous is because, in
high dimensions, the volume associated with this overlap is only tiny fraction of either sphere,
so the probability of landing there is extremely small. Unfortunately such an “overlap” is not
acceptable in biometric systems since it means potential false acceptances. In biometric systems a

bounded-distance decoder is used thus the Gilber-Varshamov restrictions are valid. What follows
the errors in genuine comparisons of iris codes should be less than 25%. For instance, if we are
using Osiris encoding with N = 2322 and want to have a code with K  128 than, according to
Gilbert-Varshamov conjecture, it’s communication rate is RGV 

128
2322

= 0.082 and the maximum

tolerable error rate fbd ¬ 12 H −1 (1 − RGV ) ≈ 0.1812. This means the genuine comparison scores,
weighted Hamming distance, should be less than 0.1812.

3.3

Hao’s methodology

Looking at the results plotted in the Fig. 3.9 considering the acceptable error bounds described in
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the previous section, we come to a conclusion that we cannot use the code-oﬀset construction using
an error-correcting code with bounded-distance decoder. The error rates for genuine comparisons
are far above 25% - let alone 18.12%.
To cope with these errors Hao et al in [16] proposed a two-layer error-correcting technique that
combines two error correcting codes. This was substantiated by the authors assumption that the
errors in the iris code are of two types, namely random errors like those caused by camera noise,
and burst errors caused by occlusions. Hao et al in their work used the original Daugman’s code
of length 2048. To eﬀectively manage the errors they decomposed the 2048-bit iris code into 32
parts 64-bit each. The inner-layer code is supposed to correct random errors - up to 23% in each
part. The parts that due to higher error level (occlusions) cannot be corrected with this code, are
corrected with outer-layer code. As the inner layer code they used the Hadamard code which is
known to be a good choice in case of high error rates. As the outer layer the Reed-Solomn code
was used, as it is capable of correcting burst errors. With this technique one can correct even up
to 38% of errors for particular error patterns.
In more detail Hao’s algorithm works as follows. The sketch procedure takes the iris code
of length N and a random M-bit string called the Key as the inputs. The Key is divided into
kRS symbols each of length nRS bits (M = kRS nRS ). With a Reed-Solomon code that operates
on symbols of length nRS , these symbols are encoded into kH symbols where kH > kRS . Next,
each of kH resulting symbols is encoded with Hadamard code so that each symbol of nrs bits is
encoded in nH bits (Fig. 3.11). The parameters of the codes and the size of the input random key

are selected so that the resulting Encoded key string being the concatenation of all kH symbols
of nH bits, has the length of the iris code (N = kH nH ). In the ﬁnal step, the XOR between the
encoded key and the iris code is calculated and returned as the sketch.
random key (M bits)
kRS*nRS bits
Reed-Solomon coding
kH*nRS bits
Hadamard coding

XOR

Encoded key
(kH*nH bits)
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Iris Code

LOCKED KEY

Figure 3.11: The scheme of Hao’s et al implementation of key encoding (sketch procedure).
The recovery procedure takes the sketch and a new iris code as the inputs. First, the sketch
is XORed with the new iris code resulting in a binary string. As the XOR is associative, after
this operation we should get the Encoded key XORed with the diﬀerences between the new iris
code and the one used in sketch procedure. If both iris codes were calculated from the images of
the same eye, the errors follow the assumed pattern, namely the random errors with some burst
errors, we should be able to recover the key. First the obtained binary string is divided into kH
symbols of nH -bits each. Using the Hadamard code each of kH symbols is decoded into nRS -bit
symbol. Again, if the new iris code and the code used in the sketch procedure are calculated
from the images of the same eye, this should correct most of random errors, and almost all of the
resulting kH symbols should be recovered correctly. The diﬀerence may be due to the possible
burst errors (e.g. iris occlusions) that caused some symbols to be wrongly decoded. The goal of
the inner correcting code (Reed-Solomon) is to correct these wrongly decoded symbols. So in
the next step, the kH symbols of nRS -bits are decoded using the Reed-Solomon code to get kRS
symbols of nRS -bits. If the number of corrupted symbols is below the correcting capability of
the error-correcting code, after decoding, we get the source key. The length of the source key M

depends on the rates of used codes i.e. nkey = N · RH · RRS , where RH =

nRS
nH

and RRS =

kRS
.
kH

This in turn, depends on the number of errors we have to correct.
LOCKED KEY
XOR
Iris Code

Encoded key with errors
(kH*nH bits)
Hadamard decoding
kH*nRS bits
(correcting random errors)

Reed-Solomon decoding
kRS*nRS bits
(correcting burst errors)
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recovered key

Figure 3.12: The scheme of Hao’s et al implementation of key decoding (recovery procedure).
Hao, in his experiments, used the original Daugman’s coding algorithm that gives 2048-bit iris
codes. Best reported result obtained on a database of 700 images (70 classes, 10 samples each)
showed that a key of 140 bit length can be locked and unlocked successfully 99.5% of times by the
genuine user, while no successful impostor unlocking were observed. This was achieved with the
h

i

following conﬁguration. The inner code was the Hadamard code 2k , k + 1, 2k−1 with k = 7. This
code encodes every 7 bits in 64-bit message and can correct up to 15 errors in corrupted message.
The outer layer code was the [32, 20, 12] Reed-Solomon code. This code encodes 20 7-bits symbols
in a message consisting of 32 7-bits symbols. It can successfuly correct a corupted message if 6 or
less symbols are incorrect.
Although the parameter values of the original Daugman coding algorithm are unavailable, we
tried to guess some parameters on the basis of results reported in Hao’s work. Analyzing ﬁgures
in [16] presenting probability of occluded bits in the code, we estimate that the Daugman’s code
is generated using 4 complex Gabor wavelets placed in 256 points on the normalized iris image
(a grid of 8 in radial and 32 in angular direction). Thus together there are 32 ∗ 8 ∗ 4 ∗ 2 = 2048
bits in the iris code.
This is in line with the proposed error-correcting codes parameters. Presumably the length
of the Hadamard code message, namely 64 bits, corresponds to the iris code bits relating to one

angular position e.g. 4(wavelets)·2(bits)·8(radialpoints). Thus, we may say, the encoded nH =-bit
blocks in Fig. 3.11 correspond to a vertical stripe of normalized iris image. That is also justiﬁed
as the occlusions corrupt the image in particular radial directions rather than angular ones. So
we allow some of the vertical stripes to be occluded by the eyelids.
We adapted the method proposed by Hao to the Osiris iris coding. We divided the Osiris iris
code analogously as Hao, into blocks corresponding to particular angular position in normalized
iris image. For Osiris code it was 43 blocks (43 angular values) of 54-bits each (9 radialvalues ×
3 wavelets × 2 bitsperwavelet = 54). We analyzed the observed error rates within blocks and
among blocks. We used BATH-TRIMMED database for calculations. The lengths of the input
secret key were far shorter than those reported in [16]. Fig. 3.13 presents the achievable recognition
performance w.r.t. acceptable errors within blocks and acceptable number of incorrect blocks.
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Choosing the inner code to correct up to 13 errors out of 53 bits in block (24%) and the outer
code to correct up to 21 blocks we get a RBR mechanism that works correctly only in 70% cases.
This means that in almost 30% cases the hidden key will not be recovered correctly, though a
random impostor will not recover the key with his iris code. The white dotted line draw the border
of non-zero false match rate. Above that line the FMR is non-zero. Unfortunately, for proposed
parameters, an impostor can easily learn the key since the key length is K = 2322 ·

5
54

·

1
43

= 5,

hence there is only 25 possibilities to check.
To improve the performance of this approach we analyzed the nature of errors in the binary
iris codes and introduced the measures to compensate them. In the next chapters we will describe
our ﬁndings and modiﬁcations in particular modules of data processing ﬂow of iris recognition
system that allow for successful application of RBR framework.

Rate of succesful recoveries for genuine codes (1−FNMR)
1

Acceptable number of unrecovered blocks
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err. within block: 13%
errorneous blocks: 21
1−FNMR: 69.9785%
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Figure 3.13: The rate of successful key recovery for genuine trials with Hao’s mechanism implementation for the OSIRIS iris code. The white dotted line shows the zero vale of successful impostor
trial. Above that line the FMR is greater than zero. The results obtained using BATH-TRIMMED
database.
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Chapter 4
Iris segmentation
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In this chapter we will focus on the iris localization problem and its inﬂuence on errors in the iris
code. Again, our analysis will mainly consider the Daugman-like Osiris coding algorithms, but
wherever the results might be of general use, we will present the results obtained for the other
two coding algorithms. To illustrate our ﬁndings, we will often use plots presenting the responses
of the wavelets used in Osiris. These plots will show the response values on complex plane before
quantization, for a particular point of analysis, for images of the same eye. As an example, Fig.
4.1 shows the responses for a single point of analysis for 300 images of the same eye from the
MULTI-IRIS database, separately for each wavelet. Each of these points is encoded onto two
bits respectively to the quadrant it falls into. Thus we see that this point does not produce a
“stable” bits. In particular, the responses for the ﬁrst and the second wavelet happen to lie in all
4 quadrants of the complex plane.

4.1

Occlusions and random noise errors

We analyzed the two sources of errors, considered in [16]. These are occlusions, causing “burst”
errors and image capture sensor noise that is responsible for “random” errors. The fact that
occlusions cause errors in iris codes is obvious. For an occluded part of the iris, the code bits
are generated from the artifact texture (usually eyelid or eyelash) instead of the iris texture.
Thus these code bits do not represent the iris texture and should be masked. We investigated
what errors the sensor noise may cause. The 19749-6 ISO standard ([13]) on iris image data
51
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of response values of the 3 Osiris ﬁlters for a particular point of analysis
for 300 images of the same eye. The response values are plotted on the complex plane (Re, Im),
separately for each wavelet.
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clearly deﬁnes what is the acceptable signal to noise ration (SNR) for iris acquisition device. The
standard speciﬁes how to measure the SNR. First, an image of a uniform background speciﬁed in
[40] is taken by the device. Next, the SNR is calculated as 20 log10 σµ , where µ is the average value
and σ is the standard deviation of the pixels intensity within a 16 × 16 block of pixels of this
image. The acceptable values of SNR for the iris capturing devices are less than 40. This means
that the accepted pixel intensity variation is ±2, where pixel intensities are in the range [0, 255].
Conjecture 1 (Errors introduced by sensor noise do not deteriorate the recognition performance
signiﬁcantly ). To see an eﬀect of such a noise on the iris code, we took the iris image and to each
pixel added a random noise uniformly selected from [−2, 2], keeping the resulting pixel intensity in
range [0, 255]. We generated 300 such images and for each one we computed the iris code using the
same localization parameters. Figure 4.2 plots the histogram of the normalized Hamming distances
obtained by cross-comparing all the resulting 300 codes i.e. of 150∗299 = 44850 comparison scores.
The range of x-axis was deliberately extended to 0.5 to emphasize that the observed scores (errors)
are far lower than the ones observed in comparisons or “real” codes like those in Fig.3.9.
We also analyzed the distribution of complex ﬁlter responses. Figure 4.3 plots these distribution
for 300 images generated for the same iris and point of analysis as those in Fig. 4.1. We see that
the variability and type of the distribution for the generated “random noise" are quite diﬀerent
than the ones observed for real samples. We thus will try to ﬁnd what are the other sources of
this variability and whether we can eliminate them to improve the RBR mechanism performance.
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Figure 4.2: The histogram of the normalized Hamming distances obtained by cross-comparing
codes generated from a single iris image disturbed by 300 realizations of a random noise.
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Response values for wavelet 1 (narrow)
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of values of the Osiris ﬁlter responses for the same particular point of
analysis as in 4.1 for single iris image disturbed by 300 realizations of the “random noise”.


4.2

Errors caused by inaccurate localization

As shown in Sec. 3.1.4, the same coding algorithms applied to irises segmented with diﬀerent
localization algorithms result in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent comparison scores. This observation led
us to investigate the impact of accuracy of the localization on the generated iris codes. The
localization results in 6 parameters describing the state of the iris muscle in the image, namely 3
parameter xp , yp , rp that deﬁne the center and radius of the iris bound and 3 other xi , yi, ri that
deﬁne the center and radius of the iris-sclera bound. We will treat these localization parameters
as a vector L = [xp , yp , rp , xi , yi, ri ].

Conjecture 2 (The code is very sensitive to small changes in the iris localization). We asked
how small variations in localization parameters may aﬀect the iris code. To answer this question,
we performed a series of experiments in which we modiﬁed the localization parameters (Fig.4.4)
and compared the codes calculated after these modiﬁcations. 4.4). As a result we get 36 = 728
codes. In the ﬁrst experiment, we took one iris image, localized the iris using the selected segmen-

+-1px
+-1px
+-1px
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Figure 4.4: Localization parameters modiﬁcations
tation module (Daugman’s approach segmentation) obtaining the vector L = [xp , yp , rp , xi , yi, ri ]
of localization parameters and set the calculated iris code as the reference code. Next, each of
these 6 parameters were independently varied in both directions by one unit from their original
values. We thus had a combination of localization parameters where each could take 3 values
thus making 36 = 728 diﬀerent localizations. For each of these localizations an iris code was
generated. The resulting codes were than compared with the reference code using the weighted
Hamming distance. The experiment performed for diﬀerent classes from MULTI-IRIS database.
Surprisingly, we observed that such a change aﬀected as much as 15% code bits. Figure 4.5 plots
the distributions of the comparison scores between the codes with shifted localizations and the
reference ones, averaged over 10 reference iris images.
The above experiment was repeated for the other two coding algorithms (Fig. 4.5). All 3
coding methods are sensitive even to such minimal localization shifts.

The observed phenomenon, namely the relatively huge iris code changes as a result of small
localization changes, has its cause it the normalization step. In the described normalization pro-

Czajka
Czajka (normal fit)
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Masek (normal fit)
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Figure 4.5: Empirical distribution of the number of disagreeing bits between the reference code
and the codes obtained with 1 pixel shifts of localization parameters for 3 algorithms, averaged
for 10 randomly chosen eyes. The ﬁtted normal curves are plotted only for comparison.
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cedure, a variation in the localization parameters causes that diﬀerent regions of the iris image
will be normalized to the same region of the normalized, doubly-dimensionless polar image (Fig.
4.6). This causes that deformations between two normalized images obtained from the same iris
image with slightly diﬀerent localizations parameters are non-linear.

Figure 4.6: As the eﬀect of localization errors, diﬀerent iris texture regions in Cartesian coordinates
are mapped into the same region of doubly-dimensionless polar image. The left image shows two
slightly diﬀerent localization results. During the normalization process diﬀerent iris regions are
mapped into the same region of the normalized image.

In the normalization step, for each pixel of the normalized image, a “source pixel” of iris image
is found and the value of that pixel is calculated as an linear interpolation of mapped pixels
from the Cartesian image. The inverse mapping, which assigns a normalized pixel to each pixel of
Cartesian image, is not obvious. To understand how the localization shifts aﬀect the normalization
step we analyzed for a particular pixel in normalized image, how this mapping changes after a
change in localization parameters.
Conjecture 3 (Normalized image deformation caused by localization change cannot be compensated by circular shifts in angular direction). Let us denote a normalized image pixel by (xn , yn )
and its corresponding source pixel (x1s , ys1) of iris image for particular localization parameters L1 .
For a diﬀerent localization parameters L2 , for the same pixel in the normalized image (xn , yn )
is the shift of source pixel for two diﬀerent localizations, namely the values ∆x = x2s − x1s and
∆y = ys2 − ys1 . Figure 4.7 is an example of such plots for two localizations which diﬀer by 1 in
parameters, namely L1 − L2 = [1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1].
Shift in the X direction of the source pixel after localization parameters change
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we get a diﬀerent source pixel (x2s , ys2). We can plot for each pixel in the normalized image what
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Figure 4.7: The shift of the source pixel of iris image corresponding to pixels from the normalized
image (upper image represents shift in the x and bottom in the y direction)

This shows that even a slight localization change induces a non-linear modiﬁcation of the
polar image. As a result, the code bit on a particular position is calculated using diﬀerent region
of the iris texture. This leads to errors, as most of the algorithms encode local properties of the
iris texture. It is important to stress that this non-linear modiﬁcation cannot be compensated by
commonly used rotation compensation by shifting the angular coordinate of the polar image.

As the next step we performed an experiment to verify whether the genuine comparison
scores can be decreased by localization optimization and how such an optimization relates to the
commonly used rotation compensation.
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Conjecture 4 (Iterative improving the localization is suﬃcient to ﬁnd better localization parameters). The experiment was performed on the whole BATH-TRIMMED database. First, for
each class we selected the reference code as the code that minimizes the sum of distances to all
other codes in that class. The minimization was performed not in the binary space (with the
binary codes), but with real-valued codes before the quantization. Next, for each sample Sn with
automatic localization Ln = [xp , yp , rp , xi , yi , ri ], we calculated 729 codes for diﬀerent localization
shifts ±1 as described before, but additionally each code was rotated by ±5 px (11 rotations in
total). This resulted in 729 ∗ 11 = 8019 codes for each sample. Let Tnk denotes the iris code of
n-th sample calculated using k-th localization (k = 1 . . . 8019). Next, for each sample, we searched
among these 8019 codes for Tn∗ that was the closest code in Hamming metric to the reference one
Tn∗ = arg min dHam (T − Tn (Lkn ))
k=1..8019

h

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
8
Also the localization parameters vector of this code were stored L∗n = Ln + δxp
, δyp
, δrp
, δxi
, δyi
, δri

i

The obtained results are very promising. After one step of such optimization the decrease

in average genuine comparison score was signiﬁcant. While we restricted the variations to ±1
unit perhaps the optimal shifts may be even larger. Unfortunately, the computation cost grow
exponentially with the search space. For instance, optimization over ±2 pixels would give 171 875
codes instead of 8019. We thus assumed that the minimized function has a local minimum and
is locally monotonic and the optimization can be performed by consecutive minimization in all
directions. After the ﬁrst step the resulting optimal localization L∗n was set as the starting point

and the step was repeated. For each sample we performed 3 steps of such a minimization. After
these 3 steps the we noted signiﬁcant decrease of genuine comparison scores (Fig. 4.8). Setting
the threshold at 25% of errors we are able to propely classify almost 10% more samples. This
diﬀerence is even about 30% for smaller values of threshold. We also see that optimization of
rotation only leads to much worse results.
The optimization procedure was run for the Osiris algorithm. However, intuitively, using the
optimal localizations found using Osiris for the two other coding algorithms, we should also notice improvement in the genuine scores distributions. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the comparison
of results obtained without optimization, with rotation-only optimization and localization optimization using obtained for Osiris, respectively for Czajka and Masek coding algorithms. The
respectively of the coding algorithm. This improvement is much bigger than the one obtained by
the rotation compensation alone.
X: 0.2502
Y: 0.9688

1
0.9
0.8

Cumulative probability
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ﬁgures show that the optimization of localization signiﬁcantly improves stability of the code ir-
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative distribution of the genuine comparison scores for the Osiris coding algorithm before and after the localization optimization.
To analyze this phenomenon in more details we looked at it at the scores level, namely at
the responses of the ﬁlters of the Osiris coding algorithm. We were interested in the distribution
of values of particular scores and in the inﬂuence of the rotation and optimization. We analyzed
the score plots as described in the beginning of this section. In this experiment the MULTI-IRIS
database was used. Each sample of the database was processed by running the chosen segmen-
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative distribution of the genuine comparison scores for the Czajka coding algo-
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rithm before and after the localization optimization.
tation algorithm (3.1.4) and then encoded with the Osiris algorithm. Next, for each class, as in
previous experiment, we selected the reference code and calculated the codes for modiﬁed localizations. We changed each of 6 localization parameters separately by ±1 pixel. For each of
these localizations we calculated 7 codes for ±3 pixel circular shifts of the normalized image i.e.
diﬀerent iris rotations. This gave, for each sample, 36 ∗ 7 = 5103 diﬀerent codes in total. We
found out that the score values distribution for all 5103 codes obtained for modiﬁed localization
parameters (the second row of Fig. 4.11) is very similar to the one of codes of all the samples
calculated for localization as returned by the segmentation algorithm (the ﬁrst row of Fig. 4.11).
To visualize the inﬂuence of particular localization parameters on the score values distribution,
we plotted separately the scores of the codes calculated for the pupil localizations parameters
[xp , yp , rp ] modiﬁcations (the third row of Fig. 4.11), iris localization parameters [xi , yi, ri ] modiﬁcations (the fourth row of Fig. 4.11) only rotations (the ﬁfth row of Fig. 4.11). Figure 4.11
presents the results for only one point of analysis on the iris, but the observed similarity between
the scores distribution among codes with modiﬁed localizations and all the codes for particular
iris is common to all points and all classes. Thus we claim that the observed variability of score
values in the consecutive samples of the same eye is in great measure due to the small variations
in localization results. It is hard to call it localization errors, since the diﬀerences could be as
small as 1 pixel and not even recognized by the human expert. We would rather call it unrepeatability or imprecision of localization. On the other hand, the localization parameters are the

X: 0.2502
Y: 0.965

1
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Cumulative probability
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0.6
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rotation only
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative distribution of the genuine comparison scores for the Masek coding
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algorithm before and after the localization optimization.
result of a particular optimization procedure in localization algorithm e.g. maximization of the
gradients over a circular contour. Thus the obtained parameter values are in that sense the best.
The above results however, prove that “the best” from the localization algorithm perspective is
not necessarily “the best” from the iris-code repeatability perspective. This inconsistency can be
addressed either by introducing another optimization step after the segmentation module in the
iris processing ﬂow, or by introducing a coding scheme “robust” to these kind of errors. From
the Fig. 4.11 one can argue that it is the rotation that has the greatest impact on distribution
shape (the ﬁfth row). It is, however, important to notice that the variation of the rotation was
signiﬁcantly larger, ±3 pixels, than of the other parameters, ±1 pixel.
We analyzed how do the score values look like after the localization optimization. Figure
4.12 plots the score values distributions of the same point of the same iris as in the Fig. 4.11.
The top row, again, plots the distribution of the score values for all samples without localization
optimization. The second one plots the distribution of these scores after only rotation optimization
and the third one, after optimization of all localization parameters. Although the optimization
was only approximate - only 3 iterative steps were calculated due to large amount of computation
- the observed results let us claim that the eﬀect of localization imprecision was partly removed.
We see that the scattering of the values after localization optimization is signiﬁcantly lower than
after after only rotation compensation. We compared the standard deviation of scores values for
every analysis point in case where only rotation compensation was performed to the case with

localization optimization. It was smaller for localization optimization case for all MULTI-IRIS
database classes for, on average, almost 90% of points, what proves that optimization localization
removes more variability than rotation optimization alone.

From this ﬁgures one more observation is evident. As we expected, the score values for the
wider the wavelet are less perturbed by localization shifts. These scores are calculated using larger
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part of the iris texture, which better “averages” the inﬂuence of localization shifts (Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.11: Score values distributions for particular point in the iris polar image (from the top: all
parameters shifted 36 · 7 = 5103 values, only rotations 7 values, only pupil localization parameters
shifted 33 = 27 values, only iris localization parameters shifted 33 = 27, score values obtained
from 300 samples).
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Figure 4.12: Score values distributions for the same point in the iris polar image as in the Fig. 4.11
(from the top: score values obtained from 300 samples, all parameters shifted 36 · 7 = 5103 values,
300 samples after only rotations optimization, 300 samples after localization optimization).

4.3

The effect of the “rubber-sheet" normalization

Another source of errors within the segmentation of the iris is the pupil dilation and constriction
as an eﬀect of change in illumination or eye accommodation (section 3.1.1).
Conjecture 5 (The “rubber-sheet” normalization does not compensate for tissue stretching).
We veriﬁed the inﬂuence of diﬀerent pupil size on the resulting iris code. We analyzed the rate
R=

ri −rp
ri

of a diﬀerence between the iris radius and the pupil radius to the iris radius. For two

images with similar pupil sizes with respect to their iris sizes, i.e. if pupil is similarly dilated, this
rate is similar. We investigated the relation between the diﬀerence in rates of two images and the
dissimilarity of the iris codes calculated from them. The results are obtained on BATH-TRIMMED
diﬀerent ranges of this diﬀerence. It is evident that, on average, the greater the diﬀerence the
worse the comparison score. This shows that the “rubber sheet” model does not well compensate
for the iris tissue stretching.


In Chap. 6 we propose a code selection method that is more robust to this kind of errors.
0.35
0.3

Comparison score
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after the 3 iterations of the localization optimization. Figure 4.13 plots the cumulative results for
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0.16−0.17

Difference in R between reference and query sample

Figure 4.13: Distributions of comparisons scores for diﬀerent ranges of rate R obtained for genuine
comparisons on BATH-TRIMMED after 3 steps of localization optimization.

4.4

Discussion

In this chapter we showed that one of the main sources of the errors in iris codes is imprecise
localization. Variations as little as ±1 pixel in localization parameters can “ﬂip" even 10% of bits
in the iris code. This proves the ﬁrst thesis of this disertation.
From the RBR mechanism perspective, elimination of the inﬂuence of imprecise localization
by iterative localization optimization signiﬁcantly improves the performance. We ran the same
experiment as in Sec. 3.3 but used a 3-step localization optimization. The results are presented in
Fig. 4.14. We see that taking the same operating point the rate of correct key recoveries increases
from 76, 51% to 89, 13%.
Rate of succesful recoveries for genuine codes (1−FNMR)
1

Acceptable number of unrecovered blocks
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Figure 4.14: The rate of successful key recovery for genuine trials with Hao’s mechanism implementation for the OSIRIS iris code. The white dotted line shows the zero vale of successful impostor
trial. Above that line the FMR is greater than zero. The results obtained using BATH-TRIMMED
database after 3-step localization optimization.
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Chapter 5
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Iris reference creation
Another step in the iris recognition system that has a great inﬂuence on the observed comparison
scores is the reference selection problem introduced in Sec. 3.1.5. While there are many papers
regarding this issue for ﬁngerprints, e.g. [51, 25, 24, 46], there are very few considering iris ([18]).
In most papers on iris recognition system the template is simply selected randomly from among
the codes of particular class ([8]) or selected as best the one minimizing the sum of distances to
the others in that class ([5]).
In [18] the authors proposed to calculate the iris reference from an averaged polar iris image
over several samples. The authors considered two ways of calculating the polar image. In both
the averaging was pixel-wise. In the ﬁrst, each pixel of the resulting polar image was the average,
and in the second the median value over values of that particular pixel in K = 6 images. The
authors compared their approach to an algorithm in which the query sample was compared to all
K images. The ﬁnal score was either average or minimum score. The experiments they performed,
in which the Libor-Masek algorithm was used, showed that the averaging of normalized image
leads to better results.
In this chapter we analyze the inﬂuence of the iris reference selection on the performance of the
RBR mechanism. We will consider diﬀerent methods of either selection of one of available codes
as the reference, or generating a reference that is not a code of existing, at least not observed,
iris.
67

5.1

Coefficients convergence

When thinking of the choice of the best reference, searching for a best template code at the
code level seems to be much more intuitive than proposed in [18] searching at the image level.
In fact, the method proposed by the authors of [18] can be viewed as an averaging at the level
of encoding ﬁlter responses before quantization for ﬁlter based iris encoding algorithms. Let us
deﬁne the notion of real code that is the iris code but before the quantization of ﬁlter responses.
Notice, that although the ﬁlter responses are complex, when building the iris code the real and
imaginary parts are treated separately as two diﬀerent, real-valued code elements. Let us further
deﬁne coefficient as a single element of the real code. Assuming we have K normalized images
In , n = 1 . . . K, and a ﬁlter F of size [2N + 1, 2M + 1] than an average coeﬃcient calculated for
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point (x0 , y0 ), āxy . Since the ﬁltering is linear we can write
āxy =


N
K  X
X

n=1



M
X

F (i, j)In (x + i, y + j)

i=−N j=−M





=

N
X

M
X

i=−N j=−M

F (i, j)

(

K
X

n=1

In (x + i, y + j)

)

Thus the iris code calculated from K averaged normalized images is equal to the iris code calculated by quantization of K averaged real codes.
We investigated the behaviour of the coeﬃcients by analyzing their statistical properties.
Conjecture 6 (Convergence of the average value of the iris code coeﬃcients). We ﬁrst asked
whether the average value of the coeﬃcient converges with the number of samples and how
many samples we need to obtain “satisfactory" estimate. Simple experiment on the MULTI-IRIS
database with more than 100 samples per class shows that the average value does converge. Figure
5.1 plots the average value as a function of the number of samples taken to calculate this average
for a particular coeﬃcient.
To show that this happens for all bits we plotted the distributions of diﬀerences between
the average values for all coeﬃcients (Fig. 5.2) calculated for increasing number of samples. The
average values converge and addition of new samples does not change the averages signiﬁcantly.
Unfortunately this stabilization is observed only for more than 40 samples and this is deﬁnitely
too much for a real-life applications.
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Figure 5.1: Average value of a single coeﬃcient as a function of the number of samples used to
calculate this average.

Difference between the average value of score
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of diﬀerences between mean values for all coeﬃcients calculated for
increasing number of samples e.g. the ﬁrst box plots distributions of diﬀerences between the
average values calculated using 5 samples and using 3 samples.

In a real-life applications we have signiﬁcantly less samples available at the enrollment stage.
A natural question arises, what is the best way of using these several codes to calculate the
best possible reference. Instead of averaging the image, as proposed in [18], we analyzed diﬀerent
methods of averaging the code or the coeﬃcients. The method proposed in [18] is equivalent to
averaging the coeﬃcients. We can also do the averaging at the binary code level, namely creating
a code whose bits are the median values of the corresponding bits in all codes used for averaging.
We call this the majority coding. A very similar code can be obtained by quantizing the averaged
coeﬃcients. The diﬀerences between these two codes come from the fact that the quantized average
is not always equal to the median value of quantized coeﬃcients.
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5.2

Selection criterion

In searching for the best reference selection method, we thus focused on the bit-level averaging.
We introduce the following notation to discuss the template selection
I = {0, 1}N - the space of binary codes of length N (vertices of a unit hyper-cube),
A ⊂ I, A = a1 , a2 , . . . , aK - a set of K iris codes available for a particular person,
ci - i-th iris code for a particular person,
cij - j-th bit of i-th code for a particular person, i = 1, . . . , K, j = 1, . . . , N.
We also assume that K is odd, so that we do not need to deﬁne the median value for cases when
we have equal number of 1’s and 0’s. Now we deﬁne diﬀerent candidates for the iris reference. Let
us deﬁne the average code as a real-valued code with each value being the average of bits for that
position
ā = (

K
1 X
ai ), ā ∈ RN ,
K i=1

where ai is an N-dimensional iris code, i = 1..K.
We can write also
ā = arg min
′
N
a ∈R

X

a∈A

ka − a′ k

2

This follows from the fact, that the second moment of a random variable attains the minimum
value when taken around the ﬁrst moment of the random variable. We thus can interpret the code
ā as the real code that minimizes the squared Euclidean distances from all the codes from set A.
Let us also deﬁne the majority code as
aM
I

: c.j =







PK

1

i=1 cij

PK

0

i=1 cij

>

N
2

<

N
2

This is the code that has j-th bit equal to 1 if among K codes there were more 1’s than 0’s
on this position and 0 otherwise. Since we assumed K to be odd we excluded the case in which
the number of 1’s and 0’s are equal.
The relation between the code ā and aM
I is summarized by the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.2.1. The majority code aM
I is the closest code from the subspace I to the average
code ā.

Proof 5.2.1. The relation between the mean m and the median me of a random variable X is
as follows:
|m − me | = |E(X − me )| ¬ E(|X − me |)
¬ E(|X − m|)
q

(1)
(2)
Inequality (1) and (3) both results from

= E( (X − m)2 )
¬

q

E((X − m)2 )

(3)

=σ
Jensen’s inequality applied to the absolute-value function and the square function, which are
both convex. Inequality (2) results from the fact that the median value minimizes the absolute
deviation function.
Thus the mean m value is less than σ from the median me .
|m − me | < σ
which proves the theorem. 
Yet we know that under te assumption of K being odd, we have σ < 0.5 and m ∈ [0, 1]−{0.5}.
That means that the median code is the closest binary code (∈ I) to the average code.
aM
ka′ − āk
I = arg min
′
a ∈I

2

At the same time, from the properties of median, we have
aM
I = arg min
′
a ∈I

X

|a − a′ |

a∈A

Since |.| and k.k2 are equal for the subspace I, we see that the aM
I is an analog of the average
code but selected from set A.
aM
I = arg min
′
a ∈I

X

ka − a′ k

2

a∈A

We can also consider two other codes from the set A, namely the code closest to the average
code and the code closest to the majority code. Those are deﬁned as respectively
2

āA = arg min
ka′ − āk ( or āA = arg min
|a′ − ā|)
′
′
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a ∈A

a ∈A

aM
a′ − aM
A = arg min
I
′

2

a ∈A

There is also a code often used as the template that is deﬁned as
aTA = arg min
′
a ∈A

X

ka − a′ k

2

a∈A

and it is an analog of the majority binary code but selected from the set A (set of known sample
codes).
Conjecture 7 (The aTA and aM
A codes are not necessary the same code). We show that the
discussion of the solutions for the deﬁnition of aTA and aM
A in binary case breaks our intuition
coming from Rn . Intuitively, we would guess that these solutions are equal yet this is not true.
First, we have to note that the solutions in general are not unique. Moreover, it may happen that
the sets of codes being the solutions for aTA and aM
A are disjunctive. For instance, take a simple
5
example with
5 samples
from {0, 1}
with  
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and x(5) =

0
 
 
0
 
 
1,
 
 
 
1
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than we get aM
I =

1
 
 
0
 
 
0.
 
 
 
1
 
 

1

(1)
The codes closest to aM
and x(2) , but the solutions for the best codes are x(3) , x(4)
I are x

and x(5) .

These observations suggest that the majority code can be a good candidate for the reference.
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Indeed, the experiments prove that this is correct.
Conjecture 8 (The majority code is the best reference). We analyzed 4 diﬀerent creation methM
T
ods: the majority code aM
I , the code closest to the majority code aA , the code aA and the code

randomly selected from the set A as a reference. In the experiment, for each method, we analyzed
the genuine and impostor comparison scores distribution as a function of the number of samples
used for reference creation. The experiment was performed on MULTI-IRIS database.The results
(Fig. 5.3) clearly show that the majority code (the ﬁrst column) outperforms the other creation
methods. Not only does the average genuine score in all repetitions is better and decreases with
the increasing number of samples used for template selection, but also the variation of this average
decreases. This is observed also for the impostor comparison scores. We intuitively interpret this
behaviour, as converging of the majority code to the actual class mean.
We checked whether the majority code converges with the increasing number of training
samples. Fig. 5.4 plots the distribution of diﬀerences between the successive majority codes as
the number of training samples increases. The diﬀerences are counted for 20 diﬀerent randomly
selected training sets. We see that the majority codes calculated from e.g. 101 samples and 81
diﬀer on only about 25 positions. Since there is no occlusion mask used, this shows that the
majority code converges.
To conﬁrm the results obtained for MULTI-IRIS database, we performed similar experiments
for much larger BATH-TRIMMED database. We used codes calculated with the optimized localization described in the previous chapter. The experiments were performed as follows. For each
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of the average results for genuine comparisons (top plots) and impostor
comparisons (bottom plots) for 4 template selection methods as a function of number of available
training iris codes (for a single eye)
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of diﬀerences between majority codes obtained using increasing training
sets. Diﬀerences between set sizes are marked on the abscissa.

class out of 983 classes we rejected the image used as the reference image during localization
optimization, thus leaving 19 images per class. These 19 images were divided randomly into two
sets - one for reference creation with 11 images and the second for veriﬁcation with the remaining
8 images. In the experiments we used diﬀerent number of codes to create the reference, namely 1,
3, 5, 7, 9 and all 11. Each time, the reference was compared to all 8 codes from the veriﬁcation set.
As a result, for one random division we had 6 references, each compared with 8 codes. The whole
procedure was repeated 30 times for diﬀerent random divisions into reference and veriﬁcation sets.
We tested three reference creation methods: the majority code aM
I , the code closest to the majorT
ity code aM
A , and the code denoted as aA . For each method we calculated a comparison matrix of

983 × 30 × 6 × 8 elements (number of classes × number of repetitions × number of templates ×
number of veriﬁcation images). The results for each method are summarized with box plots that
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plot the average value of genuine comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions. Additionally, we
present corresponding box plots of the sample variance of genuine comparisons Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6
and Fig. 5.7). We see that the average score value of genuine comparison for the majority code is
the lowest as compared to the other two methods. Also interesting is the behavior of the average
sample variance with the increasing number of images for reference creation. For the majority
code this value decreases, since the majority code ﬁts better and better in the center of the codes
cloud. sing the fact that the second moment of a random variable attains the minimum value
when taken around the ﬁrst moment of the random variable we can build the intuition that the
majority code gets closer the “mean code”. For the best code and the codes closest to majority,
the selected reference is always one of the observed codes. Thus the sample variance does not
decrease - it happens that there is no code that averages all the others, probably due to strong
correlation between bits.
This behavior, described for Osiris coding, is observed also for Czajka’s (Fig. 5.8) and Masek’s
(Fig. 5.9) coding. For brevity only the results for the majority code are shown.

The described experiments show that introduction of the majority code as the reference signiﬁcantly improves the veriﬁcation performance. We decided to check, whether repeating the
majority coding procedure in the veriﬁcation phase leads to further improvement. This means,
that at the veriﬁcation stage an iris recognition system should acquire multiple iris samples.
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Figure 5.5: Box plot plots of the average value (left) and the sample variance (right) of genuine
comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions for the majority code as the reference for Osiris
coding algorithm
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Figure 5.6: Box plot plots of the average value (left) and the sample variance (right) of genuine
comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions for the code closest to the majority code as the
reference for Osiris coding algorithm
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Figure 5.7: Box plot of the average value (left) and the sample variance (right) of genuine comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions for the best code as the reference for Osiris coding
algorithm
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Figure 5.8: Box plot of the average value (left) and the sample variance (right) of genuine comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions for the majority code as the reference for Czajka’s coding
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Figure 5.9: Box plot of the average value (left) and the sample variance (right) of genuine comparisons aggregated over all 30 repetitions for the majority code as the reference for Masek’s coding
algorithm
Conjecture 9 (Majority query signiﬁcantly reduces the genuine comparison scores). We performed an experiment in which the references were obtained form 11 images by majority coding,
as before, yet the query code were calculated as the majority code from the remaining 8 codes for
each person. Thus, comparing to the previous experiments, we have only one genuine comparison
per class. We will call this approach, an approach with the majority query code. We compared this
approach with an approach, where instead of building a majority query code out of 8 samples,
we compare the majority template with all 8 codes and pick the minimum comparison score as
the ﬁnal comparison score. This approach will be called the minimal query code. The results are
really interesting. It appeared that the majority coding applied to query codes improves the performance signiﬁcantly compared to the standard approach without majority coding (Fig. 5.10).
The majority query code outperforms also the minimal query code. This assures that the majority
coding well removes the variations in iris codes. This is probably due to the fact that the majority
coding treats each code element independently. The code distortions introduced by inaccurate
localization are diﬀerent in diﬀerent parts of the code. It is shown in Fig. 4.7. Thus averaging
each code element separately is reasonable in contrast to selecting an existing code.
The phenomenon described for Osiris coding, where the majority query code performs better

Osiris
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Figure 5.10: Cumulative densities of genuine comparison scores for Osiris coding algorithm. Solid
line: both the reference and the query code are obtained by majority coding (solid line); dashed
line: the reference is the majority code and the query code is the one out of 8 that gives the
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minimal score; dotted line: the reference is the majority code and all 8 queries were used).
than the minimal code, is also observed for Czajka’s and Masek’s algorithms (Fig. 5.11 and Fig.
5.12). We investigated how many codes at the veriﬁcation level are suﬃcient to signiﬁcantly
decrease the error rates. We tested the majority query code build out of 3, 5 and 9 codes. The
results show that majority query code build even with only 3 codes improves the recognition
performance by decreasing the number of errors in genuine comparisons. This, of course, comes
at the cost of veriﬁcation time. The veriﬁcation time is linear in the number of images we want
to acquire and process. Nevertheless, if the time is not critical we recommend acquiring at least
3 images.


5.3

Existence of the majority code

In [38] Pacut presented a formal discussion of diﬀerent methods of best representative selection
in L1 and L2 . He showed the relations between what we here call the median code, the best code
and the code closest to the median code for general spaces. In particular, for the binary case
and the distance induced by L1 norm (equal to the Hamming distance for the binary case) he
T
analyzed the median code aM
I and code aA . He discussed what is the probability that the majority

code is one of the observed samples, assuming that the bits values distributions are i.i.d.. The
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Figure 5.11: Cumulative densities of genuine comparison scores for Czajka’s coding algorithm..
dashed line: the reference is the majority code and the query code is the one out of 8 that gives
the minimal score; dotted line: the reference is the majority code and all 8 queries were used).
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Solid line: both the reference and the query code are obtained by majority coding (solid line);
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative densities of genuine comparison scores for Masek coding algorithm. .
Solid line: both the reference and the query code are obtained by majority coding (solid line);
dashed line: the reference is the majority code and the query code is the one out of 8 that gives
the minimal score; dotted line: the reference is the majority code and all 8 queries were used).
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Figure 5.13: The comparison of the genuine scores distributions when using the majority query
created using diﬀerent number of query codes (Osiris coding).
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obtained results show that for binary i.i.d. vector samples whose sample vectors have independent
components the probability of observing median vector among the samples strongly depends on
the probability p that a component value equals 1 denoted as P (1) = p.
Conjecture 10 (Strong correlations between bits of the iris code). We performed similar experiments taking the iris codes from MULTI-IRIS database. First, on the whole database, we
estimated the probability of bit ﬂipping for each bit (Fig. 5.14, right panel). We reordered the
bits of the code according to this probability, so that the most repeatable bits were on the left
side of the code and the least repeatable ones on the right. Next, we randomly selected n codes
for each class, n = 3, 9, 19, 29, 49, 99 and empirically calculated the probability of observing
the median among the selected samples. This was repeated for sub-codes of increasing length
taking the bits from the left side ot the reordered codes - the most repeatable bits. The left plot
of Fig. 5.14 shows the obtained probabilities. We see that with the code of full size (2322 bits)
the median (majority code) was never included in the samples. Interestingly, taking a sub-code of
500 most repeatable bits we observe that the probability of median code being one of the samples
stabilizes for the number of samples greater than n = 19, i.e. becomes independent of the number
of samples. While this was not observed in [38] we performed another experiment, but this time
with artiﬁcially generated binary vectors with i.i.d. components with probabilities p equal to the
ones for iris codes (Fig. 5.15 right panel). We see that if the components are independent we do
not observe the stabilization of the probability that the median is one of the samples as we did
above. Here this probability decreases with the increasing number of samples (Fig. 5.15). This

is yet another proof for the existence of strong correlations between bits of iris code. We will
investigate this further in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.14: The estimated probability of ﬁnding a median vector in training samples for iris
sub-codes of diﬀerent sizes
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Figure 5.15: The estimated probability of ﬁnding a median vector among training samples for
binary vectors of diﬀerent sizes.

5.4

Discussion

In this chapter we analyzed the problem of choosing the best reference. We discussed diﬀerent
candidates for the reference and relations between them showing some interesting properties of
binary space. We proved that the best method for reference creation is the majority coding. This
is valid not only for the Daugman-like iris codes but also for the other analyzed coding algorithms.
This proves the second thesis of this dissertation.
We also showed that introducing the majority coding for the query code at the veriﬁcation
level further improves the performance by reducing the number of errors between the template
and the query code. Thus we recommend acquiring several images at the veriﬁcation stage if the
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veriﬁcation time is not critical.
To show how this modiﬁcation may improve the RBR mechanism, we repeated the evaluation
of RBR mechanism described in Sec. 3.3. This time, to localization optimization proposed in the
previous chapter, we added the reference creation module based on the majority coding. Our
reference creation mechanism leads to further, signiﬁcant improvement of the RBR mechanism
performance (Fig. 5.16). While with the “raw approach”, without our modiﬁcations, for particular
conﬁguration, namely correcting 13% of error within a block and correcting up to 21 blocks,
the successful recovery rate was merely 70%, after the localization optimization, for the same
parameters it is 89% and after introduction of the majority reference creation grows to almost 96%.
This improvement is observed for any conﬁguration settings. For the chosen conﬁguration the RBR
mechanism allows us to hide and recover a very short, 5-bit long, key. With the “raw approach"
we are not able to get a longer key without signiﬁcant degradation of recovery rate. However, with
the localization optimization and majority reference we can ﬁnd other conﬁgurations of the RBR
mechanism, so that the key length e.g. 75-bit long at the cost of slight deterioration of recovery
rate, namely it decreases to from 96% to 95%. This is signiﬁcantly better result compared to the
“raw approach”, yet as pointed in Chap. 3 the minimum ;engthe we would like to achieve is 128
bits.
We repeated this experiment with the majority query code obtained by majority coding of 8
codes. The results (Fig. 5.17) are much better. It appears that we can secure a key of length 684
setting the inner error correcting code as before to correct 13% errors within a block. Such inner
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Figure 5.16: The rate of successful key recovery with Hao mechanism implementation for OSIRIS
iris code after localization optimization and majority template selection (see Fig. 3.13 for comparison). The white dotted line shows the zero vale of successful impostor trial. Above that line
the FMR is greater than zero.

error correcting code corrects almost all occuring errors thus the outer error correcting code may
be chosen to correct only upto 2 blocks. With this conﬁguration the recovery rate equals 99%
which is really an excellent result.
Rate of succesful recoveries for genuine codes (1−FNMR)
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Figure 5.17: The rate of successful key recovery with Hao mechanism implementation for OSIRIS
iris code after localization optimization, majority template selection and majority query (see Fig.
5.16 for comparison). The white dotted line shows the zero vale of successful impostor trial. Above
that line the FMR is greater than zero.

Chapter 6
Subcode selection
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The results presented in previous chapter, in particular the discussion of existence of majority
code among samples, proved that there are strong dependencies between code elements. In this
chapter we analyzed these dependencies in order to propose a sub-code as a part of original iris
code that would be more stable - would decrease the errors for genuine comparison , still being
strongly discriminative. We will start an indepth analysis of between-bits dependencies, we call
the inner structure of iris code, to get some insights on the code optimization possibilities. In this
chapter we focus only on the Daugman-like coding algorithm. Next, we investigate “weak” and
“strong” code elements. Finally, we propose a method that considers the observed sensitivity to
localization changes to select an iris sub-code that is suitable for RBR mechanism.

6.1

Inner structure of iris code

The analysis of the probability that the majority code is one of the observed codes revealed
between-bits dependencies within the iris code. Although this fact is evident, we are not aware
of any research that analyzed these dependencies. Thus we performed series of analysis, to better
understand the iris code properties.
The Daugman-like iris code used here produced by Osiris algorithm is calculated by applying
3 diﬀerent 2-D Gabor wavelets in a predeﬁned grid of points of the normalized iris image. The
normalized iris image has 512 pixels in the angular direction and 64 pixels in the radial direction.
The ﬁlters used are 9 pixels in radial and 15,27 or 51 in angular direction. We will call these
87

ﬁlters the narrow, middle and wide ﬁlter respectively. Figure 6.1 presents a schematic view of
how the ﬁlters are applied. The grid points are 12 pixel distant in the angular direction and 7
pixels distant in the radial direction. As all 3 ﬁlters are placed in one point, we may expect some
correlations between the ﬁlter responses by an analysis of overlapping areas of the iris texture.
Moreover, when the ﬁlters are placed in neighborhood points the analysed areas partly overlap,
which also leads to ﬁlter response correlations.

12px
7px

9 points

...
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Figure 6.1: Grid of points of analysis on normalized iris image. Sizes of the 3 ﬁlters are marked
with green, red and blue.
We analyzed these correlations at the bit level - after quantization of ﬁlters responses. As a
measure of strength of the dependence we used mutual information ([4]), often used in information
theory. The mutual information measures the mutual dependence of two random variables. The
mutual information of two discrete random variables X and Y can be deﬁned as
I(X, Y ) =

X X

y∈Y x∈X

p(x, y) log

p(x, y)
,
p(x)p(y)

where p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution function of X and Y , and p(x) and p(y) are
the marginal probability distribution functions of X and Y respectively. In case of independent
variables, p(x, y) = p(x)p(y), the mutual information is equal to 0, hence knowing only the value
of X nothing can be infered about the value of Y . At the other extreme, if X and Y are identical
then knowing X determines completely the value of Y and vice-versa. Thus, in the case of identity
the mutual information is the same as the uncertainty contained in Y (or X) alone, namely the
entropy of Y (or X, clearly if X and Y are identical they have equal entropy).

Conjecture 11 (The ﬁlter responses are strongly correlated). First we analyzed the responses of
the 3 ﬁlters placed at the same point. Each ﬁlter response is encoded in 2 bits thus for each point
6 bits are generated. Histogram of these 6 bit responses observed in all images of the database
is plotted in Fig. 6.2. The responses are encoded as integers in range 0..63 built by the bits
wide
concatenation [bitnarrow
bitnarrow
bitmiddle
bitmiddle
bitwide
Re
Im
Re
Im
Re bitIm ].
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of 6-bit ﬁlters responses in a single point of iris texture, encoded as integer
in range 0..63. The probability of particular bits conﬁguration is diﬀerent. The most probable
conﬁgurations are the ones where bit bit pairs corresponding to ﬁlter responses are equal.
It is evident that there is a strong relation between the responses of all 3 ﬁlters. From the
Fig.6.2 we see that the most probable responses are these where all 3 ﬁlters generate the same
bits pair. Additionally, we see that the correlation between the narrow wavelet (ﬁrst 2 bits of
response) and the middle wavelet (second 2 bits of the response) is stronger than between the
narrow and the wide wavelet. Similarly, the correlation between the wide one and the middle one
is stronger than the correlation between the wide one with the narrow wavelet(Fig. 6.3).

Conjecture 12 (There is strong dependence pattern between the ﬁlter responses in the angular
direction). The second step was to analyze the spatial range of this dependence - whether, and
how strongly, the responses of the ﬁlters obtained form neighboring points are correlated. We
calculated the mutual information between the ﬁlter response at one point and responses of the
same ﬁlter at the 1st (closest point), the 2nd (one point point away) and the 3rd neighbor (two
points away). We did this separately for each wavelet and for angular and radial directions using all
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narrow
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0
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Figure 6.3: Mean mutual information between ﬁlter responses in the same point of iris texture.
The ﬁlter responses are highly dependent. The more similar wavelets the higher dependence.

It shows that the ﬁlter responses at neighboring points are most dependent for the middle wavelet.
The dependence of the ﬁlter responses of the wide wavelet is smaller and the smallest is for the
narrow wavelet. The dependence between responses in points one point away is strongest for the
wide wavelet, whereas for the other two it declines. For points two points away we see that the
dependence for all wavelets is small. This is in line with what we expected. Since the real part of
the wavelets are symmetric and imaginary parts are counter-symmetric the strongest dependence
should be observed for such a shift that the wavelets overlap in half. For the middle wavelet this
happens for the 1st neighbor, and for the wide for the 2nd. It does not happen for the narrow
wavelet.
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images in the database. Figure 6.4 presents the results for all 3 wavelets in the angular direction.
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Figure 6.4: Box plot of calculated mutual information between ﬁlter responses obtained for 1st,
2nd and 3rd neighboring points in angular direction.


Conjecture 13 (The dependence between the ﬁlter responses in the radial direction is strong yet
diﬀerent compared to the angular direction). Similar calculations were performed for the radial
direction. Since all 3 wavelets have the same size in the radial direction, the observed values of
mutual information for the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd neighbor are similar (Fig. 6.5). The stronger
dependence of wider wavelets is due to a bigger overlap (in angular direction). It is worth noticing
that for the the 2nd and the 3rd neighbors, the ﬁlters do not overlap at all yet the mean mutual
information is bigger than in case of angular dependence, even though in that case the ﬁlters
overlap. We explain this by the more explicit radial structure of iris dilation muscles. Looking at
the normalized iris image, the radial texture appears to be structured by the ﬁbers of dilation
seems to be “less abrupt”. This will also be seen in 6.11.
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muscles that run along the radial direction. Thus the change of the iris texture in radial direction
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Figure 6.5: Box plot of calculated mutual information between ﬁlter responses obtained for 1st,
2nd and 3rd neighboring points in radial direction.


Conjecture 14 (The pattern of between-bits dependencies in the iris code is speciﬁc to each
iris). The large number of outliers marked as crosses in Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5 indicate that the
dependencies between the ﬁlter responses may be speciﬁc to each iris pattern. This is not surprising
since the iris biometrics is grounded on the assumption of enormous variety of iris textures,
and thus diﬀerent possible dependencies patterns between the ﬁlter responses. To try to better
understand these dependencies and whether we could use them, we performed the following

experiment. For each of 983 classes (eyes) we have 20 codes.Each code consists of 2322 bits.
We divided the codes for each class into two 10-codes parts. Using these two 10-codes parts we
calculated two dependence maps M T and M Q . Each map is a 2322 × 2322 matrix [mij ], such that
entry mij is the mutual information between i-th and j-th code bit calculated on the basis of
10 codes. Such a map describes the dependencies between the bits obtained by ﬁltering diﬀerent
parts of the iris texture with diﬀerent ﬁlters. We claim that such a map represents the individual
properties of the iris texture and might be used as a mean of distinguishing irises. As a similarity
measure to compare two such a maps we used simple 2-D correlation coeﬃcient between them.
For each class we have two maps : the template map M T and the query map M Q . We calculated
the genuine scores by comparing MuT with MuQ , where u = 1..983. The impostor scores were
obtained by comparing a template map from one class with a query map from the others. We
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generated 983 such comparisons - each class was compared with one randomly chosen other class.
The results for such a simple approach are surprisingly good. Figure 6.6 plots the obtained FMR
and FNMR curves. Clearly, 0% of equal error rate indicates that the structure of dependencies
between particular bits of the iris code is an inherent property of each iris. Also, heigh decidability
and gentle slope of the false non match rate curve is promising. What is interesting, representation
of the iris as a dependency map reveals no information about the actual values of particular bits.
On the other hand, it is quite large, i.e. 2322 × 2322 ﬂoating point values (8 bits representation).
This is 18576 times more compared to 2322 bits of single iris code. Nevertheless, this observation
suggests that personalizing the code calculation may lead to more stable iris codes. Following this,
we propose a personalized code exploiting the iris-speciﬁc properties to construct a more robust
iris code to be used in RBR mechanism.


6.2

Subcode selection

In the previous chapter we proposed an approach for which both the template and the query codes
were calculated by majority encoding. The results obtained with this approach are satisfactory,
yet we wanted to verify whether we could obtain similar results acquiring only one sample during
the veriﬁcation phase. We focused on these elements of the iris code that are ﬂipped more often.

FNMR (solid) and FMR (dashed)
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Figure 6.6: FNMR (solid line) and FMR (dashed line) curves for a veriﬁcation system based only
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on correlation of bit dependency maps. Setting the acceptance threshold to 0.125 results in a
system with EER=0% for the used data set.
We will call them the weak elements. The concept of the weak bits was proposed by Bolle et al. [1]
and analyzed by Hollingsworth et al. [19]. In contrast to their work, we asked whether the weak
bits pattern is characteristic for each iris code and independent of the enrollment set. We also
analyzed this phenomenon for high-resolution code and in terms of that code proposed a method
for mask selection.
Conjecture 15 (The pattern of the weak bits in iris code is an inherent property of the iris).
Calculating cross-correlation coeﬃcient of the weights obtained for the same eye in 30 random
selections of the enrollment set we obtain the results showed in Fig. 6.7. We see, ﬁrstly, that the
weak elements are stable and independent of the enrollment set selection. Secondly, their conﬁguration is an inherent property of the particular iris. We also notice that the average correlation
coeﬃcient for diﬀerent iris codes is greater than zero, yet one would expect it to be close to zero.
We explain this by the fact that the eyelids disturb the same code elements in every code and
this results in positive correlation.

Basing on this observation we propose to introduce a mask that will remove these elements
of the code which are most prone to ﬂipping, and leave the ones that rarely ﬂip (we will call

codes of same irises
codes of different irises
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Figure 6.7: Correlation coeﬃcient of weights of the same iris (right) and of diﬀerent irises (left).
The right histogram was obtained by comparison of the weights calculated in 30 experiments with
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a random enrollment set selection.
them the stable elements). This should decrease the error rate and consequently make the RBR
mechanism more eﬀective. Of course, the mask should always remove the same number of elements
irrespectively of the user not to modify the overall mechanism. We started with deﬁning a global
mask - one for all users. The advantage of such an approach is that it could be hard-coded in
the algorithm and there would be no need to store additional information with the template. The
mask estimated using the data from all users is presented in Fig. 6.8, where the white squares
correspond to unmasked - the most repeatable - code elements and the black to the most frequently
ﬂipped. We see that the black regions correspond to occlusions by eyelids (left and right bottom
corners). We also see that the wider wavelets produce more stable code elements. This is not
surprising as they analyze much bigger regions of the iris texture and better average the noise
and deformations.
Conjecture 16 (Introducing weak bits masking improves the RBR performance). If we apply
this mask to all codes in the database, the performance improves as compared to the unmasked
case. The comparison score is less than 20% when using the mask in more than 99% of genuine
veriﬁcations trials, while without the mask it is only 94% (Fig. 6.9). This means that we can
use error-correcting codes more eﬀective, since we need to correct less errors, and in turn obtain
longer secret key. Unfortunately, introducing the mask reduces the number of input bits since
the number of usable bits is equal to the weight of the mask. In this case the mask leaves only
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Figure 6.8: A mask of 1024 most stable code elements across all eyes (white points indicate the
stable and black the unstable elements)

M = 1024 unmasked elements, and thus the eﬀective size of the secret does not greatly improve.
The system is, nevertheless, better since it needs less data to oﬀer the same security level.
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Figure 6.9: The cumulative distributions of genuine comparison scores without the mask (dotted
violet), with the global mask (dashed green) and with the personalized mask (solid black).
Recalling the results from previous section, where we analyzed the bit’s dependencies structure
and its individuality (Fig. 6.7), it seems natural that the mask should be diﬀerent for each iris.
Indeed, when we calculated the mask separately for every eye using the same methodology as
before but basing only on the samples of the eye available at the enrollment stage, the results for
genuine comparisons are excellent (Fig. 6.9 leftmost line). With this approach, in 99% percent of
genuine veriﬁcations trials, the comparison score is less than 10%. At the same time, the impostor
scores distribution did not deteriorate signiﬁcantly. As shown in Fig. 6.10 for approaches with the
mask, the variance of the scores is bigger (for the personal mask it is bigger than for the global
mask). This however does not deteriorate the recognition performance namely the shift of the
genuine scores towards zero compensates this variance growth.

As this approach showed to be very promising, we decided to further explore the mask selection. To answer the question what makes an element of the code weak or not, we increased the
“resolution” of the code. Instead of calculating the code values on a lattice (43 × 9), we calculated
the code at every point of the iris texture. We will call such a code the full-code. The length of
the full-code is 505(angular) × 57(radial) × 3(wavelets) × 2(bits) = 172710 bits, compared to the
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Figure 6.10: The cumulative distributions of impostor comparison scores without the mask (dotted
violet), with the global mask (dashed green) and with the personalized mask (solid black).
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standard size of 43 × 9 × 3 × 2 = 2322 bits. Figure 6.11 shows a full code sample. We see that
the blobs of equal code value are bigger for the wide wavelet as it is sensitive to lower frequency
changes. This manifests itself in the distribution of stable elements in the personal mask. On the
average there are 28% elements corresponding to the responses to the narrow ﬁlters, 33% to the
middle and 38% to the wide ﬁlters.
The stable elements were selected as the ones that vary the least in the enrollment codes. All
the others were considered weak. If we plot the bit-wise sum of al 11 enrollment codes we can
observe how are the stable and weak regions distributed. Figure 6.12 plots such a sum for the real
part code elements of the narrow wavelet. The regions where the value of the sum is equal to 11,
white area in Fig. 6.12, correspond to the bits set to 1 in all the codes. The regions with 0, black
area in Fig. 6.12, correspond to the bits set to 0 in all codes. The values in between are plotted as
the shades of gray. We see that the regions often occluded by eyelids top corners and top middle
are gray. But what is more interesting, the transitions between the white and black regions are
“smooth” i.e. there are gray borders around. This means that if the point of the lattice on which
the code is calculated, happen to fall in these “transition” regions, it will be a weak code element.
On the other hand, if the point of the lattice falls in the middle of black or white region, it will
be a stable element.
Conjecture 17 (Personalizing the weak bits mask basing on the full code improves the RBR
performance). According to this observation, we propose to construct the personalized mask
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Figure 6.11: Graphical representation of a full-code. Black regions correspond to code vale 0 and
white to code value 1.

similarly as before but this time for the full code. The mask still selects M = 1024 elements
of the original code that are stable, i.e. these that ﬂip least in all enrollment codes, but satisfy
the additional condition which requires that the neighbouring elements in the full code are also
stable. The neighbourhood is deﬁned as a rectangle area with the center at the analyzed element.
In our experiment, we considered k = 1, 2, 3 neighbouring pixels (Fig. 6.12). To each lattice point
a weight was assigned that indicating the size of stable neighborhood around that point. The
points were then sorted according to descending weights and the top M = 1024 points were
selected for the mask. With this modiﬁcation we gained further improvement compared to the

personal mask calculated on basis of standard codes. The results are plotted in Fig.(6.13) as red
solid line. In more than 95% cases the number of errors would have to correct in RBR scheme is
less than 5%. Thus
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Figure 6.12: 11 summed full-codes. The black regions correspond to value 11 i.e. in all 11 fullcodes particular bit was set to 1. The white regions correspond to value 0 i.e. in all 11 full-codes
the bit was set to 0. The shades of gray represent transitional cases i.e. less stable elements. The
dots represent elements used in the original code. In the magniﬁcation the rectangles sow the
neighborhood of size 1,2 and 3. The green dots with the white crosses are the elements selected
as the most stable ones.


Conjecture 18 (The personal code based on non-rigid coding points lattice is more stable than
the standard code). With the personalized mask approach however, we get the code of length
1024 out of 2322 bits available. Thus, we went step further with personalization and introduced
a personalized code. The idea came from the observation that in many cases if we would “shift”
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Figure 6.13: The cumulative distributions of genuine comparison scores without the mask (violet
dash-dotted), with the global mask (green dotted), with the personalized mask (black dashed)
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and with the personal mask obtained using full-code (red solid).
the lattice point slightly we could move it from an “unstable" to a “stable" region. Thus, instead
of using ﬁxed, rigid lattice of analysis points for all irises, we propose to calculate “distorted”
lattice for each iris separately, to best ﬁt the stable regions of that particular iris. As the input
we take the sum of all eleven full enrollment codes where each point has a value between 0 and
11. We considered each wavelet real and complex parts separately, so we obtained 6 maps like the
one depicted in Fig. 6.12. Now, for each point in the rigid lattice, we deﬁne its neighborhood as
a rectangle area with the center in the lattice point, ±6 pixels in the angular direction, and ±3
pixels in the radial direction. In this neighborhood (13 × 7 pixels) we identify all blobs of stable
elements i.e. these equal to 11 and those equal to 0. By a blob we understand a set of pixels that
are connected either by sides or by vertices. Figure 6.14 plots a sample neighborhood, with blobs
of stable elements marked.
Next we select the blob of the largest area and ﬁnd its centroids using a morphological operation called the ultimate erosion ([11]). This operation performs iterative erosions thus it shrinks
the analyzed region and possibly leads to emergence of new separate regions. During the transformations it keeps track of the centroids of all these regions. We pick the middle centroid as the
new lattice point. An example result of this optimization is presented in Fig. 6.15.
The performance of the personal code approach is high. Figure 6.16 plots the cumulative
distribution functions for genuine and impostor comparison scores (solid and dashed lines) when
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Figure 6.14: The neighborhood of a lattice point located at (7, 4), with blobs of stable elements
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marked 1,2,3,4.
using the personal code described above comparing them with the standard code. In both cases
the localization optimization and the majority template coding were applied. The gain is clearly
huge. Over 99% of genuine comarison scores is below 0.16 i.e. we need to use an error correcting
code that corrects up to only 16% of errors to achieve 99% of successful recovery rate.
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Figure 6.15: Calculating the personal lattice points. The exemplary original lattice point is marked
with x while the corresponding personal lattice point is marked by dot.
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Figure 6.16: The cumulative distributions of comparison scores. The genuine comparisons for the
personal codes (solid line), for standard codes (black dotted line) and the impostor comparison
scores for the personal codes (green dashed line).

6.3

Discussion

In this chapter we analyzed the structure of dependencies in the iris code and discussed the intractability of the problem of estimating the information capacity of the iris code. We undermined
the often cited Daugman’s assumption about the binomial approximation of impostor by showing
that it is not proper for correlated data.
A method of reducing the error rates by introducing weak-elements masking was proposed.
We analyzed two approaches, the global mask approach and the personalized mask approach.
Both proved to reduce the error rates thus being useful in RBR mechanism. Finally we proposed
to generate a personal code that achieves high recognition performance, which keeps the error
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rates for genuine comparisons below 15%.
To show the improvement when using the proposed personal code we performed the same
experiment with Hao’s RBR mechanism as in previous chapters ([16]). We used both modiﬁcations
proposed in the previous chapters i.e. the localization optimization and the majority template
coding. The results show (Fig. 6.17) that by applying the personal code in the RBR mechanism,
using the inner linear code [54, 18, 16] and the outer Reed-Solomon code RS(48,38,2), we can
achieve the key length as high as 684 bits with 99% recovery rate. This is similar result to the
one obtained for majority query created out of 9 codes, but this time we have only a single query
code.
This unfortunately comes with the price. Firstly, the size of the reference grows signiﬁcantly
since we have to store not only the bit values but also the coordinates of the lattice points in the standard codes this was an extraction algorithm parameter. This size can probably be
optimized to some extend by using sparse representation techniques. Secondly, the distribution
of the lattice points can potentially reveal some information about the value of bits. When two
lattice points are very close, one can assume that the corresponding code bits have the same value.
These two drawbacks, namely the size of the reference and the lattice points distribution, are not
that signiﬁcant in a speciﬁc context of the RBR mechanism. Since this mechanism is not to be
used in large scale systems with centralized storage but rather in systems where the user controls
his biometric reference using e.g. smart card or smart device, the storage demands become less
critical. Also we can impose strict security measures on the reference storage. The personal code
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Figure 6.17: The rate of success key recovery with Hao mechanism implementation for personal
iris code after the localization optimization and the majority template selection (see Fig. 5.16 for
comparison). The white dotted line shows the zero vale of successful impostor trial. Above that
line the FMR is greater than zero.
is also much less eﬃcient in the identiﬁcation task since the comparison is not symmetric. When
comparing a template of A with an iris from B one needs to calculate the code of B using the
lattice from template of A, but in reverse case one needs to calculate the code from A using the
lattice from template of B. This, however, is not a problem since in RBR mechanism we consider
veriﬁcation rather than identiﬁcation task. The reported results prove the fourth thesis of this
dissertation, namely “introducing personal code increases the performance of RBR mechanism”.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
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The main contribution of this dissertation is a proposition and development of a number of
signiﬁcant improvements to the iris recognition system used in the Revocable Biometric Reference
framework. We analyzed the requirements of the RBR framework, the properties of the binary
iris code and causes of its variability across realizations for the same eye. Based on these analyses,
we identiﬁed certain iris code calculation modules that heavily aﬀect the quality of the resulting
code, and then we proposed the mechanisms to overcome these weakness.
After a short introduction of the general problem of biometric reference security in Chap. 1,
we described two approaches that were propose to tackle that problem, namely template transformation and biometric cryptosystems. We summarized the results of Dodis et al. [10] describing
two general primitives proposed as a solution for biometric cryptosystems. Next, we discussed
these results, confronting them with actual data from iris biometric systems. We showed that
the strong theoretical constraints on data the proposed primitives are built on, are not always
fulﬁlled for biometric data. We also introduced the general RBR framework and the particular
construction for binary data.
The Chapter 3 is devoted to the introduction of the iris-based biometric system. We tried to
describe more completely, yet compactly, the successive processing steps of a general iris system,
with more detailed description of the algorithms we were using in our work. We presented the
results of preliminary experiments that justify the algorithms choices we made. We discussed the
constraints on biometric data induced by the considered RBR mechanism, that we addressed
throughout this work. In this chapter, we also introduced the implementation of RBR mechanism
105

proposed by Hao et al. [16]. We refer our results to the presented in Sec. 3.3 performance of this
implementation calculated for the state-of-the-art Osiris iris coding mechanism.
In Chapter 4 we showed that the precision of the iris localization plays a signiﬁcant role in
iris code quality. This conclusion seems to be obvious when looking at circles ﬁtted correctly
and incorrectly to iris boundaries. Our results are enclosed in several conjectures that are based
on performed experiments. In Conjecture 1 we show that the sensor noise does not deteriorate
the iris code signiﬁcantly as assumed in [16]. Searching for the sources of errors in iris codes,
we found that the quality of localization is of great importance. We enclose this result in Conj.
2. We showed that changes as small as 1 pixel in localization parameters can lead to changes
in as many as 10% of iris code bits. This, to our best knowledge, has never been discussed in
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the literature. Next, we analyzed how the localization shifts change the iris code and whether the
introduced changes can be compensated by the code circular shifts. We showed in Conj. 3 that the
changes are non-linear and the code circular shifts is not suﬃcient to correct them. We performed
extensive experiments and showed that a mechanism based on iterative improving the localization
is suﬃcient to ﬁnd better localization parameters (Conj. 4). The performed experiments show,
that this result is valid for diﬀerent types of iris coding algorithms. We pointed another source
of errors in the iris code, namely the way the iris of diﬀerent width is normalized to the ﬁxed
size polar coordinates. The experiment describe in Conj. 5 shows that commonly used “rubbersheet” normalization does not model the pupil dilation/constriction eﬀect on iris tissue well. We,
however, did not elaborate on this in our work further. We summarize the results of this chapter
by recalculating the reference experiment with Hao’s RBR implementation but introducing the
proposed localization optimization. The obtained results prove the correctness of our conclusions.
In Chapter 5 we focused on the problem of creating the best iris reference code since this
naturally aﬀects the genuine comparison scores. Intuitively, the best reference is the one that
best averages observed codes. The diﬃculty was to deﬁne what does “best averaging” mean in
terms of the iris codes. First, we analyzed the behaviour of the coeﬃcients, i.e. the code elements before quantization, using speciﬁcally for this purpose collected database with over 100
samples per class. We showed that the coeﬃcients converge (Conj. 6), though one needs a large
number of samples to obtain a good estimate. We studied diﬀerent approaches of selecting the
best representation, considering a general class of dependent binary sequences. We showed some

interesting, counterintuitive, properties of binary space, like relation between the average code
and the majority code in Conj. 7. Finally, we demonstrated that the best method of selecting
the iris template is the majority coding. We enclose this result in Conj. 8. Again, the obtained
results prove to be general and applicable to various types of iris coding algorithms. This chapter
is also summarized by the comparison of the reference Hao’s RBR implementation result with
the one recalculated using both the localization optimization from the previous chapter and the
majority reference. This comparison shows that with majority reference we further improve the
RBR mechanism performance.
The observations on bit dependencies that we have made considering the majority codes in
binary space, led us to detailed analysis of the dependencies between the iris code bits. Chapter
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6 discusses the inner structure of the iris code analyzing the mutual dependencies between single
bits and bits ensembles. We showed in Conj. 11 that the 3 ﬁlter responses at each point of
normalized image analysis are strongly correlated. We extended the analysis of this correlation
in both angular and radial direction of the normalized iris image. The results showed that the
strong dependencies reach, depending on the ﬁlter, one or two neighbouring points in angular
direction (Conj. 12) and one neighboring point in radial direction (Conj. 13). Next, we proposed
to construct the dependency map for each iris and use it as an identiﬁer. The results presented
in Conj. 14 show that using such an identiﬁer allows perfect separation of all test classes. In the
subsequent experiments we tried to identify the worst code elements to prune the code, leaving
only the most stable ones. The experiment results enclosed as Conj. 15 showed that the distinction
between the weak and the strong code elements is the property of particular iris. We considered
two approaches to weak bits masking. First, using the standard codes available at the enrollment
stage (Conj. 16). Second, we proposed to analyze the iris code in “higher resolution” introducing
the full code. In Conjecture 17 we showed that the weak bit mask generated using the highresolution full code is much better than the one based on standard codes. The mask approach,
however, leads to less bits of the eﬀective iris code. Finally, we proposes to personalize the code
calculation. This approach proved to be extremely suitable to the RBR mechanism. While such
an approach is much more storage consuming, in the speciﬁc context of RBR mechanism usage,
the loss in storage is well compensated by the gain in performance.
We now are in a position to discuss the theses of this dissertation stated in Chap. 1.

1. We showed that one of the greatest sources of errors in iris codes of the same eye is inaccuracy in localization module. The proposed iterative optimization of localization parameters
reduces the errors signiﬁcantly.
2. We showed that the best method for iris reference creation is the majority coding. Using
the majority reference reduces the number of errors between the reference and the query
code of the same eye.
3. We introduced a personal code mask to ignore the weakest bits of the code and thus minimize
the number of errors and in turn improve the RBR performance. The mask is obtained by
analyzing the behaviour of the iris code in “high resolution” code.
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4. We introduced a personal code that is optimized for particular iris and results in less erroneous iris code. What follows, the RBR mechanism for binary iris data using this code
achieves excellent performance.
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